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Yard Rallies For Reproductive Rights
by Megan Schneider
Ass't Managing Editor
As part of her effort to
amass a crowd of historic
proportions for a pro-choice
march on Washington D.C.
November 12, Molly Yard,
president of the National
Organization for Women
delivered a speech to an overflow
crowd from the Allegheny
community and beyond in Ford
Memorial Chapel Monday
night. A handful of pro-life
advocates gathered outside the
chapel to protest the speech.
The "Mobilize for Women's
Lives" march at the Lincoln
Memorial is coordinated by
NOW.
Calling abortion an
individual decision and a
personal right of a woman to
control her life, Yard said that if
the right to abortion is restricted
by government on either the
national or the state level, other
rights are in jeopardy of being
restricted.
Yard warned the audience,
"If the right of a woman can be
taken away from her -- the right
to control her reproductive life -if the government can tell
women what to do, there's no
stopping the government from
telling men what to do."
In what she called the
"battle for constitutional rights,"

Yard urged those listening to
join in the pro-choice cause.
"We all have to become
educators about the constitutional rights of women," she
stated.
According to Yard, the oneand-a-half million abortions performed per year currently in the
United States is the same number, proportionally that was performed before 1973, the year the
landmark Supreme Court case
Roe v. Wade legalized abortion.
While the abortions performed
before 1973 were unsafe and
illegal, the procedure of abortion
is now one of the safest medical
procedures, said Yard.
Furthermore, pointing to
the 5000 year history of abortion, Yard said that overturning
the Roe v. Wade decision would
not end the incidence of abortion
in the United States.
Yard discussed the various
reasons why women . get abortions, emphasizing that it
should be an individual decision,
no matter what the reason.
Abortions performed during
the second and third trimesters of
pregnancy are performed only
when the health or life of the
mother is at stake. While approximately 8 percent of abortions are performed during the NOW president Molly Yard lectures in Ford
second trimester, fewer than 1 Chapel. A large audience attended her rally for
continued on pg 4 the November 12 pro-choice march. Andrea Pavlik Photo.

California Recovers From Earthquake
by Jonathan Woodman
News Editor
Two weeks after the devastating earthquake, Californians
are still clearing away rubble and
rebuilding their lives. Th e
quake, measured at 6.9 on the
Richter scale, shook much of
California, causing over $10
billion worth of damage. It demolished buildings, bridges, and
sections of highway in the bay
area, and shook buildings some
400 miles away in Los Angeles.
The earthquake, which has
been ranked as the third most
lethal earthquake recorded in the
United States, left approximately 3000 people injured and

14,000 homeless. The death Oakland had only vertical steel well, largely due to the air of
toll had previously been esti- supporting rods and not the spi- cooperation present in Califormated as high as 250, but res- ral rods used supplement to the nia. Rescue and recovery workcuers found fewer bodies than vertical rods in recent ers were aided greatly by helpful
had been anticipated. The deaths construction.
citizens, and excellent preparafrom the collapse of Interstate
The excavation of 1-880 lion plans by local government
880 in Oakland has been took a number of days to begin officials and rescue workers.
particularly lower than was first since rescue workers were afraid
In order to further aid Calitheorized, with some 39 bodies of further collapsing rubble on fornia`s recovery efforts,
uncovered. The total was just any survivors. However, as the Congress approved a bill last
over 60 dead late last week.
recovery efforts began far fewer Wednesday to provide $3.45
The implementation of bodies were found than antici- billion to the area affected by the
stricter construction codes in pated. Some survivors were earthquake. This was part of a
1971 helped keep the quake's even found. The destruction of bill which provided a total of
destruction to a minimum. 1-880 and the collapse of sec- $4.15 billion to help the earthHowever, 1-880, known as the tions of the Bay Bridge are ex- quake recovery and also the vicNimitz Freeway, had been con- pected to cause extreme difficul- • tims of Hurricane Hugo.
structed in 1957, and didn't have ties to commuters until they can
Editor's Note: Information
the reinforcements of modern be repaired.
for this article was obtained
highways.
The concrete
The Bay Area and other from the New York Times and
columns supporting the double- metropolitan centers affected by
the October 30th issue of Time
decker structure of 1-880 i n the earthquake are recovering
magazine.

Cantor And Yuhasz On Housing
by Elizabeth M. Smolin
Staff Writer

Michelle Prescott Photos.

Susan Yuhasz,
Ron Cantor, Director
Dean of Students.
of Residence Life.
Cantor and Yuhasz spoke to The Campus on
the reasons for the new housing proposals.

One of the biggest issues at
Allegheny this term is a proposed housing policy which
would require all students to
have a two-year on-campus residency. This issue has been the
subject of serious discussions at
Allegheny Student Government
and Interfraternity Council
meetings. Further steps were
taken by presenting it before the
Board of Trustees of the College
at their fall meeting.
Although the decision has
not yet been made, Dean of Students Susan Yuhasz indicated

that "a two-year residency requirement will be necessary."
Director of Residence Life
Ron Cantor also said that something must be done. "There are
some absolutes," Cantor said.
"We have to fill facilities to 100
percent. How to keep facilities
filled is through a sophomore
living requirement. [We are]
definitely doing this unless there
is a better way, but the decision
must be made soon."
The administration's proposal comes primarily from two
pending factors. The first is
philosophical, that being that
Allegheny is defined as a residential liberal arts college. To
be that, "faculty, administrators,

and students must intentionally
create an appropriately conducive
environment. Facilities, programs, and expectations must be
provided outside the classroom
that encourage students to integrate their curricular learning
with their daily living," according to an excerpt from a report
by the Residential Facilities
Committee submitted to the
Board of Trustees in January,
1989.
Secondly, a practical factor
exists, being that if residential
factors are so important, more
students should partake of these
programs for a longer period of
time, the committee proposal
continued on pg 4
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World & National News Update
Courtesy New York Times

Leftist Group Bombed
SAN SALVADOR, October 31--Eight people,
including one of El Salvador's most outspoken leftist
organizers, were killed today and 35 others injured when
a bomb exploded in the headquarters of a labor
confederation here.
The bombing of the leftist group, the National
Trade Union Federation of Salvadoran Workers, was the
second attack in less than 12 hours on groups that the
Government and the armed forces view as little more
than fronts for the rebels.

Sailors Swept Overboard
WASHINGTON, October 31--In the third and
fourth accidents since Sunday involving Navy ships,
four soldiers were swept overboard early today, three in
the Atlantic Ocean and one in the Pacific.
Two of the sailors were rescued, but the two others
were still missing tonight, and one was presumed dead.
The accident in the Atlantic occurred when a wave
swept over a hangar deck of the aircraft carrier Dwight
D. Eisenhower, washing overboard three sailors and
more than a dozen nonnuclear missiles. The ship was
operating 90 miles southeast of Cape Hatteras, North
Carolina The missing sailor, who was presumed dead,
was identified as Aviation Ordinance Airman Craig
Anthony Harris, 22 years old, of Uniontown, PA.

Chinese Criticize U.S.
BEIJING , October 31--China's senior leader, Deng

which would precede their "full-scale summit" planned
for the late spring or early summer of 1990, will take
place in the Mediterranean, alternating between American and Soviet naval vessels on December 2-3.
The meeting will be Mr. Bush's first with the Soviet leader as President. As President-elect, Mr. Bush
met with Mr. Gorbachev on Governors' Island in New
York harbor last December.

Soviets Approve Budget
MOSCOW,

October 31--The Soviet legislature
approved thS 1990 economic plan and budget tonight,
but not before overwhelmingly rejecting a proposal to
increase the prices of cigarettes, beer and delicacies.
Saying a rise in the prices of those popular and often hard to find luxuries would hurt too many people,
the deputies defeated the measures in three successive
votes. The cigarette price increase was defeated by a
vote of 337 to 54, with 10 abstentions, and the other
proposed increases were defeated by similar margins.
The vote, in the face of a worrisome budget deficit,
indicates a reluctance by the deputies to make tough
economic decisions that are bound to be unpopular with
their constituents.

Israelis End Siege
BEIT SAHUR, Israeli-Occupied West Bank,
October 31--Israeli soldiers cleared roadblocks today,
ending a six-week state of siege, and the residents of
this Palestinian town cheered.
"We won--we beat them," Khalil Hana Rishmawi
said, even though Israeli officials had seized the
machinery in his sewing factory in lieu of the taxes he
and most residents in this small, moderately affluent
town had refused to pay.
"The campaign failed," he said. "No one paid the
taxes."

Xiaoping, met with former President Richard M. Nixon
today and told him that it was up to the United States to
take steps to improve relations with China.
"Frankly speaking, the U.S. was involved too
deeply in the turmoil and counterrevolutionary rebellion
that occurred in Beijing not long ago," Mr. Deng said.
"China was the real victim, and it is unjust to reprove
China for it."
"We hope that China and the United States will
solve as soon as possible the problems in their relations WASHINGTON, October 31--Ending a long
and will create a sound basis on which to promote fu- political deadlock, the Bush administration and
ture ties," Mr Deng said. "However, it is up to the Congressional leaders compromised today on an increase
U.S. to take the initiative. The U.S. is capable of tak- in the minimum wage to $3.80 an hour next year and
$4.25 in 1991. The minimum wage has been $3.35
ing some initial steps."
'
since
1981.
The tough comments were the latest in a series of
The
agreement came after President Bush accepted a
mixed signals form the Chinese.
steeper rise in the wage floor than he had wanted, and
Congressional Democrats retreated from their opposition to a training wage for teen-agers below the statutory minimum.
WASHINGTON, October 31--Saying he does not
want to "miss something" in the rapidly shifting terrain
of East-West relations, President Bush announced today
that he would meet with President Mikhail S. OUAGADOUGOU, Burkina Faso--The dust and
Gorbachev of the Soviet Union in December for two the poverty in this West African nation are not much
days of unstructured talks.
different from when the country was coiled Upper Volta,
Mr. Bush said at a news conference that the but the political climate is changing, growing more ar"interim, informal" session with the Soviet leader, bitrary, as Captain Blaise Compaore consolidates the

Minimum Wage To Rise

Bush, Gorbachev To Meet

Burkina Faso Changing

'AND NOW, THE REST
OF THE STORY...
REFLECTIONS ON
MOLLY YARD AND
REPRODUCTIVE
FREEDOM"
a sermon by
Chaplain Don Skinner
10:45 a.m.
Sunday, November 5
Ford Memorial Chapel
during the ecumenical- protestant service
Everyone is welcome

power he seized with violence two years ago.
There is a thick air of siege these days in the capital
of this former French colony. Heavily armed soldiers in
steel-plated vehicles roam the streets at all hours. The
roads leading to the presidential compound, to the airport, to the state-controlled radio and television stations
and to other potential military targets are closed to traffic and guarded by machine-gun nests. Visitors hoping
to take photographs are handed a long list of sites, including schools, banks and shops, that are off limits.

Japanese Help Boeing
TOKYO, October 31--Seeking financial help to
develop its next major aircraft and hoping to sell more
planes in Japan's booming market, the Boeing
Company has invited Japan's three largest aerospace
companies to join it in a $4 billion project to build a
300-seat passenger plane.
Discussions on the proposed plane, known as the
767X, are only in the preliminary stage, Boeing and
Japanese officials say, and it is unclear how much of
Boeing's technology would be transferred to the
Japanese companies in return for their investment. But
the negotiations seem likely to raise many of the issues
that led to a protracted Congressional fight six months
ago over American-Japanese collaboration on the FSX,
a next-generation fighter jet for the Japanese military.

Soviet Bank Established
WASHINGTON,

October 31--The Soviet Union
has quietly established its first banking presence in the
United States, a New York office of Moscow's Bank for
Foreign Economic Affairs, American and Soviet
officials say.
"Our general aim is to find new business opportunities for the Soviet Union in the United States and for
Americans in our country," said Oleg P. Enoukov, senior manager of the Soviet bank's office, in a telephone
interview. The New York office, known as
Vneshekonombank, was approved by the State Department in April and opened for business in July without
fanfare. .

Election Date Planned
BUDAPEST, Oct. 31--Parliament yielded today to
opposition demands for a referendum on whether the
presidency should be filled by popular election or by
parliamentary vote after a new parliament has been
elected.
But Parliament appeared to prejudge the issue
by setting a date for popular election of the new, powerful chief of state. It fixed Nov. 26 for the referendum
and Jan. 7 for voting for president. Parliamentary elections are not expected until spring. Originally, the
Nov. 26 date had been chosen for the presidential voting. The opposition, led by the Alliance of Free
Democrats and the Association of Young Democrats,
wants the presidential voting to take place after Hungarians have elected their first freely chosen, multi-party
parliament in four decades.

"What Did You Think Of The
Lecture Given By Molly Yard?"
.

Although reproductive
choice is a very important need,
I think the most important issue
that needs to be discussed by
both sides including Molly
Yard, is how to avoid having to
make a decision where there are
no good options. This is done
by not taking an action which
may not give you any good
options.

I've gone to lectures by her
before and I thought that her
lecture here was not as
stimulating as previous ones.
But I definitely believe in
everything that she says. I
thought that the questions and
answers were a good idea
because abortion is such a
controversial issue.

Beth Wilson, '92

Kevin Burke, '90
I thought it was good, but
it wasn't as powerful as I
thought it would be. I expected
her to be more persuasive.

Rebecca Powell, '90

Megan McCracken,
'92
It wasn't what I expected it
to be. I expected her to be more
of a dynamic speaker. I guess I
expected her to use it as a rallying cause for abortion and
reproductive rights.

Lynda Roller, '92

production. While Molly Yard
was not as dynamic of a speaker
as I expected, she brought up the
most familiar pro-choice arguments as well as others I hadn't
considered. Although I felt she
didn't accurately portray some
facts, overall her position is
plausible. I continue to believe
in the pro-choice movement and
the woman's right to have control of her reproductive freedom
and I hope the movement continues to thrive.

I was impressed by the
response from the student body
and SAGE's organization of the

Molly Yard was a powerful
and inspiring speaker. she
cleared the fog that had hung
about the issue in my mind and
helped me remind myself of why
I am pro-choice. I had become
rather apathetic about the issue,
but Molly Yard woke me up to
the fact that it is still very much
alive and more urgent than ever.

Carl Garrett, '90
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ASG Approves Purchase Of Jerseys
by Edward Urbansky
Assistant News Editor
The Allegheny Student
Government Council chartered
the Adult Student Interest Group
and approved the purchase of
new jerseys for the Hockey Club
at Tuesday's meeting.
The Adult Student Interest
Group's constitution was approved for the second consecutive time. Since the Council did
not reach quorum at the meeting
after the very first approval, that
approval did not count.
The Hockey Club's request
for $581.21 to purchase new
jerseys sparked a lengthy debate
in Council.
Andrew Rockwell, a team
captain, said that the group is
"very visible" since it plays not
only in Meadville, but in Monroeville, Kittanning and other

places as well. He also said that was unclear; therefore, a hand
the sport is very expensive for vote was taken. The request was
players, costing them about approved.
$160 each.
The expenditure, if approved
He went on to say that it is again next week, will be from
"absolutely ridiculous" to expect the sinking (capital replacement)
the players to pay so much, and fund since the ASG purchased
that to do so would "force the original jerseys.
hockey players in the program
Representative Brian Sulliout."
van
(Phi
Delta Theta) requested
Several representatives exthat
the
Finance
Committee expressed concern over creating a
precedent for purchasing cloth- amine the cost that each sport's
ing, but Representative Susan players must incur themselves
Renda (off-campus) said that and to prepare a recommendation
each case is individual and must on a fraction of the cost that the
Council might be willing to pay
be considered that way.
Representative John Wilcox on a continual basis.
In other business, the Al(off-campus) moved to recommit
the Hockey Club's request to the
Finance Committee, but the
motion was defeated.
Representative Thomas
Millington (off-campus) moved
by Andy McKenna
that debate end. The voice vote

A support group for nontraditional students at Allegheny
has been formed this year.
Named the Adult Student Interest Group, its main objective is
to "aid, support and encourage
the part-time and full-time nontraditional student body to become more active and viable in
campus and academic life," according to the organization's
constitution.
The organization has been
developed for students who have

Rebecca R. Powell
Kathleen A. Sindt
Laura E. Stevens
Terence E. Steyer
Heidi M. Wimpfheimer

entered college for the first time,
but not immediately following
graduation from high school.
The group has approximately 20 members now and it
is still welcoming non-traditional students to its support
group.
The support group meets at
noon every Monday at McKinley's.

To help the victims of the
San Francisco earthquake,
fraternity and sorority members
will work together to raise
money for relief efforts this
Saturday.
Two members of each fraternity and sorority plan to be
stationed between 10 a.m. and 3
p.m. at Big Wheel and Riverside
at the Downtown Mall, while
the third group will appear in
front of County Market and Pine
Plaza to collect money for the
earthquake victims. T h e
proceeds will be sent to the Red
Cross to aid the cost of shipping
supplies to California.
Fraternities and sororities
also intend to collect. money in
the post office from 10 a.m.
until 4 p.m. this Thursday and
Friday.
As informal rush comes to
a close this week, Interfraternity
Council Vice President Mark
Smedley reminded each chapter

For more information, interested students may contact
president Amy Ross at 3378874 or advisors Nancy Sheridan, college psychometrist, and
Beth Reynders, instructor of
English.

It doesn't take an
Einstein to figure
out now's the time
to buy your college
ring. Choose a ring
from a company with a
real genius for designing the
hottest-looking styles for

Bousson Scare
Two persons dressed in
black and wearing ski masks
approached and chased three
Allegheny students on the
night of October 13-14 at
Bousson, the college's nature
preserve on Oil Creek Road,
according to Director o f
Campus Safety and Security
Anthony Sabruno.
Although scared, the students were unharmed. Campus Security notified the
Pennsylvania State Police
who responded immediately.
There have been no further incidents at Bousson.
However, Sabruno encourages
students and faculty to exercise caution while working in
the area. Security does not
routinely patrol the Bousson
preserve, he said.

LET GUIDO DRESS

rou

His many years of experience

are what you are looking for.

No matter how bad it
seems, it isn't so bad
that things can't get
better. The
Counseling Center
332-4368.

"Relatively speaking,
ArtCarved has „
the best deal on gold.
Save Up To '80
on Gold Rings

Stephen Taylor Shryrock,
the alleged Loomis Street
prowler, is currently out on
bond, according to Director of
Campus Safety and Security
Anthony Sabruno.
Shryrock was arrested on
Church Street by the
Meadville Police on charges
of loitering and prowling October 4.
Sabruno said that bond
was reduced from the original
$20,000 to a $3000 cash bond
which Shryrock put up.
The case is now bound to
the criminal court's agenda for
November to January.

to verify its allotted dates for
formal rush. The "cooling off"
period, in which brothers are not
allowed to interact with rushees
will last from 6 p.m. on Friday,
January 6 to 8:30 p.m.
Saturday, January 7.
Bid cards, for which a
rushee accepts his invitation to
join the brotherhood of a fraternity, will be distributed that
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and
collected one hour later.
This year's leadership conference is planned for the weekend of the 22nd through the 25th
in February at Stanford, Connecticut. Newly elected officers,
and possibly house representatives, shall attend. Elections are
to be held earlier in the month.
Finally, with a deposit of
#1971 to the IFC bankroll,
Treasurer Gomer Smith is confident that the deficit will be eradicated by year's end.

Staff Writer

Adult Group Formed
by Erica Martell
Staff Writer

Prowler Update

Quake Help Offered

1989 Phi Beta Kappa Initiates
Patrick M. Andrae
Richard W. Barnhart
Gerald J. Genduso
Raymond H. Johnson
Kathleen A. Macko
Richard D. Mellon

legheny Gymnastics Club constitution was approved unanimously.
Council also approved three
more committee appointments:
Elizabeth Pacoe for the Student
Affairs Committee of the Board
of Trustees and Amy Smith and
Pamela Ross for the Public
Events Committee.
ASG President Todd Milenius said that he expects to have
a "solid recommendation" for
Council regarding the Concert
Committee. He also said that
the apathy workshop will be
rescheduled since "unfortunately,
nobody showed up."

MASTER TAILOR
Custom Made Suits
875 Water Street Alterations for Men and Ladies
Meadville, PA 16335 All Leather Alterations
(814) 333-9737
TUXEDO RENTALS
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both men and women.
What's more, your
ArtCarved gold ring
is so superbly
crafted it's protected
by a Full Lifetime
Warranty. Now's the
time to buy your
college ring. Ask how
you can save on gold
accessories, too.
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Sophomore Housing Proposal Discussed
continued from pg 1
said. This in result, generates
more monies for such programs,
which in turn leads to better facilities and programs.
While the administration's
proposal comes primarily from a
decision to have more students
on-campus in order to fulfill the
definition of a residential liberal
arts college, a recent concern of
the administration comes in response to the college's loss of
money due to incomplete occupancies of residence halls. Cantor explained to students at the
October 17 ASG meeting that
current on-campus occupancy is
at only 95 percent and that the 5
percent that is unoccupied costs
the College a great deal. This
cost approaches that of
maintaining one whole residence
hall and could better be used in

the improvement of already
existing residence hall for
students and in funding new
projects, Cantor said.
The how-to's of the proposal are still being discussed,
Yuhasz said. "The discussions
with the fraternities focus on
what it would take for fraternity
houses to be designated as housing that meets the second year
requirement." Some examples
of this would be the implementation of such residential policies as fire safety and health
codes and programs to foster residential educational experiences.
This will be discussed in an upcoming open forum being held
in the near future that will be attended by Residence Life, IFC,
ASG, and any interested students. "The goal is for this policy to be officially implemented

so that it will apply to the
The cluster housing prosophomore class of '91-'92, said
posal was approved by the Board
Yuhasz, and so that new stuof Trustees at their annual fall
dents being recruited will be inmeeting. It is hoped that conformed of the new two-year resistruction of the first cluster
dency policy."
With their new cluster could begin this summer with
housing project, the college has possible occupancy for the fall
proposed a means for involving of 1990. Negotiations have
students in residential programs.
These clusters would consist of
a group of eight to twelve units
with an atmosphere of autonomy, yet they would still pro- continued from pg 1
vide similar advantages that liv- percent occur during the third
ing on campus provides, accordtrimester.
ing to the proposal by the ResiAccording to Yard, more
dential Facilities Committee. than half of the 91 percent of
This would be done through the abortions performed in the first
grouping of six to twelve of trimester (four to ten weeks of
these units around a "hub" pregnancy) are a result of the
which would be a central build- failure of birth control.
ing providing recreational areas,
Yard used the examples of
study rooms, and such.
the banning of the Dalkon shield
and the harmful effect of IUDs
on women when discussing the
failure of birth control. She
added, many women stop taking
the pill, fearing a connection between long-term use and the inndra Doane Turk Scholarship Award
cidence of breast cancer. Comvery:their classes
pared to the efficient birth control methods used in Europe,
Yard said, "We don't have good
Class of.1992
birth
control in this country."
Peter A. Brooksbank ,..
Yard pointed to other reaAndrew W. Drake
sons that women do not use
birth control, including the cost
Ellen M. Dunham
for poor women and the ignoApril J. Giesler
rance of sex and contraception of
Alan P. Kenny
young girls. "If this country is
interested in stopping the need
saran A pomp
for abortion, it should give birth
control to people who can't afford to buy it," stated Yard.
She also advocated the expansion of sex education programs in schools to counter
teenage pregnancy. Added Yard,
"There's something seriously
wrong with a society that
doesn't work assiduously to see
to it that 10-12-13-14-15 year
old children are not getting
pregnant."
Responding to the opposition of many pro-life supporters
to the use of contraceptives,
Yard stated, "Most women are
going to get married. Mos t
women will have children, but
women need to be able to control when that happens so that
every child is a wanted child."

NOW Leader Lectures
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been going on between the college and private developers, who
it is hoped, would build these
clusters on the property, lease
them to the college, which the
college would pay for with the
extra room revenue, and would
eventually give these clusters as
a donation to the college.

NMI

WWII

Yard cited a study conducted
in Czechoslovakia which compared the effects on children of
"compulsory pregnancy" to
planned parenthood. The findings of the study indicate that
unwanted children born of compulsory pregnancies have more
problems in school, in finding
jobs, and with drug and alcohol
abuse.
Yard also discussed the upcoming Supreme Court cases
that may affect the accessibility
of abortion to women. While
the Ragsdale case in Illinois involves the state legislature attempting to restrict women's
health clinics, two other cases
involve the issue of parental
consent for teenage abortion.
According to Yard, 75 percent of the minors 15 and
younger getting abortions go
with their parents. Yard believes that in the case of the
other 25 percent of the teenage
abortions, there is a lack of
communication between child
and parent, either because of the
incidence of incest or the fear of
abuse.
Yard argued that a legislature cannot make people
communicate. She continued by
saying, "If one passes parental
consent, I think what we're doing is protecting some parents."
Speaking of the opposition
of the National Organization for
Women to parental consent,
Yard said that abortion is a constitutional right for all women
of reproductive age.
Yard concluded her speech
by saying the purpose of the upcoming march in Washington is
to influence the Supreme Court,
demonstrating for the right of
women to have an abortion.
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Should the campus have an honor code?

YES

Crawford County's
lit Music Station

NO

Do you like the proposal for a sophomore residency requirement?

YES

NO
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Take a break with
some hot coffee and
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Seminars Debated
as practices for sports teams.
The discussion on this aspect of
freshman seminars will continue
after the production of these
Freshman seminars were seminar descriptions are comone of the main topics of dis- pleted.
cussion at the Curriculum
Committee meeting held on
Another issue discussed was
Monday, October 30. The issue the absence of the frequency that
of how these seminars should be courses are offered in all course
described in the brochure for descriptions, since some courses
incoming freshmen w a s are only offered every three or
four academic years. The sugdiscussed.
The committee agreed that gestion to include this informait was necessary to make course tion in the descriptions is
descriptions more clear so that mainly to benefit those courses
the incoming freshmen will be dealing with students' majors.
interested in taking these semiIn such a case, students may
nars as a part of their first year not be able to take these courses
necessary for their major Assoexperience on campus.
Assistant Dean of the Col- ciate Dean of the College
lege Linda Palmiero, an observer Richard McDermott agreed and
of the committee meetings, is is mainly concerned with freshtaking the matter up with the men who enter when such
coordinator for freshman semi- courses are being offered due to
nars, Professor of Religious the fact they will not have deStudies Glenn Holland, on be- clared a major yet. Committee
half of the committee. The chairman Ron Harrell responded
committee hopes to have a draft by saying, "Our current policy
of what is to be involved in the is not to make this a part of
seminar course descriptions course description." This discussion will also continue at a
soon.
Another suggestion regard- later date.
ing freshman seminars was the
The issue of how student
meeting time of the seminars transcripts would be affected by
should be a part of the course the change from trimesters to
description. Since most semi- semesters was also brought up.
nars are scheduled for a night Course number changes will belecture, 6:00 to 8:45 p.m., some gin as of the 1990-91 academic
committee members thought year, thereby causing conflicts
that this could cause a problem. in the listing of courses in tranAccording to Peggy scripts. The problem was
Wheeler, assistant professor of solved by following the course
Music, "A three hour meeting is number with either a "T" for
making students face some con- trimester or an "S" for semester.
sequences that they do not realFinally, some new courses
ize until they are on campus." to be added to the curriculum
Wheeler is mainly concerned were discussed. These courses
with extra-curricular activities were: RS 250 (History of
that students may miss as a re- Christianity II), Math 155
sult of these night seminars. A (Introduction to Differential Calsuggestion was made to encour- culus), Math 156 (Introduction
age faculty to offer these semi- to Integral Calculus), Astronnars before 4:00, but this idea omy 196 (Archaeo Astronomy)
brought up other problems, such and Applied Ethics 190.

by Elizabeth M. Smolin
Staff Writer

Debate Team Competes
by Carmen McMillan
Staff Writer
The Allegheny Debate
Team began competition this
year with good showings in
tournaments at Otterbein College and John Carroll University.
At Otterbein, the team of
Helen Mason and Cyndi Offredi
won three of their six matches.
At John Carroll, the team of
Mason and Vince Acri met up
with tougher competition and
won only two of their matches.,
and Mason placed sixth out of
42 in speedy points.
"I'm very proud because
[the] competition was stiff.
But, it is important [to remember] that debate is a team activity," said Mason. She also expects that the team will improve
each time they debate. She explained that the team needs more
experience but they do have the
needed speech skills.
Jeanne Gallagher, the debate
coach agrees. She said,
"Allegheny has the talent available to become very formidable
in debate in this area." She also
explained that she is very satisfied with the team's accomplishments.

The topic for this term was
"Violence Is A justified Response To Political Oppression." The topic changes for
each term's competition.
The team is trying to improve membership and will
conduct a mock debate for interested students within the next
two weeks.

A View of Divestment From Faculty
This article is the second segment in a series focusing on the issue of
divestment within the Allegheny community.
by Jon M. Altbergs
Staff Writer
The question of divestment is one that affects not only students and trustees, but the
Allegheny community as a whole. Part of that
community is the faculty, and just as students are
here to learn, the faculty is here to teach. Their
ideas on issues important to the college can have
an important influence on the students they teach
and the college community as a whole. As such,
their views on divestment are important to the
greater understanding of that issue by the community.
"A large part of what education is, is becoming socially and politically aware of the world
around you," said Sonya Jones. "It's not enough
just to use one's mind to, for example, look at the
formal elements of aliterary text. Who one is and
how one's values are shaped and how one deals
with the world out there- first of all becoming
aware that there is a world- is an important part of
why we're here."
A professor of English, Sonya Jones was
instrumental in bringing the issue of Allegheny's
investment in South Africe to the attention of
Allegheny's students. In 1984, one of the students
in her journalism class did an investigative piece
revealing that Allegheny was indeed connected
with companies doing business in South Africa.
She has been a supporter and advisor to ASAD
since it began. And as a member of the Trustee
Task Force on Investments in Companies Doing
Businessin South Africa, she co-authored the
proposal suggesting divestment with Assistant
Professor of Religious Studies Glenn Holland
and Margaret Powers, a 1987 graduate of Allegheny.
The final report of the Trustee Task Force on
Companies Doing Business in South Africa included a resolution stating that "Allegheny College, to remain consistent with its heritage of
integrity as a liberal arts institution, has a moral
responsibility to disassociate itself from the government of South Africa through divestment..."
"I feel that divestment is the first step in a series
of constructive actions that ought to take place for
Allegheny to demonstrate that it is indeed aware
of the situation in South Africa, and the horrible
system of apartheid in that country, and what that
means to black students here on this campus,"
said Jones. "I don't see how we can act like we
support our black students here when we continue
to have an investment policy that puts money in
companies doing business in South Africa, and
thatin a sense underwrites the system of apart-
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heid. I fully realize that our divesting doesn't mean
much to the economy of South Africa, but it is very
important symbolically."
This is a sentiment echoed by Professor of
Philosophy William Bywater, who is a member of
the CORIS sub-committee which is considering
how black and multi-cultural issues can be introduced into the curriculum. "I'd tend to agree with
the students who are arguing that it's not possible to
separate issues of morality from anything else in
one's life. If you'rz going to have a certain view of
what's right and what's wrong, then you ought to
follow through and make changes in the world that
correspond to those views. and I think divestment
alos gives the college posture a certain kind of
consistency. When we say a liberal arts education
is supposed to create a person who has a certain
kind of ethical sensitivity, and then for the college
to not display that same sensitivity, there's an
inconsistancy there."
"There are practical reasons why the college
should divest, too," Bywater added. "It's probably
true that it will be harder for the college to attract
certain kinds of faculty to teach here if we're not
diveste41. It seems to me that more and more people
are interested in whether or not organizations are
divesting."
This pragmatic reasoning was also displayed
by Holland. "The situation in South Africa is
relatively unique. You have the systematic oppression of an entire people, the majority of a nation, by
its minority ruling group. It does not seem appropriate to' embroil ourselves in that kind of situation
by association with companies doing business there.
One of tlhe counter arguments against divestment is
that it didn't have as much of an influence on South
Africa as constructive engegement, which was the
Reagan policy at the time. I would say that the
recent moves made by de Klerk would seem to give
the lie to that because South Africa seems to be
moving toward eliminating apartheir very gradually, but. is doing so in reaction to the international
boycott I think the wisdom of our proposal is being
seen; it makes sense not to carry on business in
south Africa."
On point that Jones stressed that is often
overlodked was the willingness of some members
of the Board to meet with students. "I have a great
deal of respect for the people on Allegheny's Board
of Trustees that I have met and have struggled with
on this issue. It is to their great credit as a board of
trustees that they were willing to listen to what the
students: are saying, and that they were willing to
re-open this issue. I don't think that that would
happen everywhere. There have been some pretty
prestigious institutions where the board of trustees
refused to hear the issue."
--.111111.--4811.-.4111■
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Editorial

P.E. Class
Requirement
Misguided
The mandatory physical education classes at Allegheny arc
an ineffectual part of the "development of the whole person" as
the 1989-90 Catalogue calls them. They fail to truly enhance
the physical development of the students and therefore are a waste
of time for athletic students and non-athletic students alike.
The classes, with few exceptions, are not demanding enough
to develop the skills of athletic students. Athletic students do
not need to be forced to participate in athletics anyway.
Similarly, the classes meet too infrequently and don't last
long enough to develop the skills of non-athletic students.
Currently, the physical education requirement at Allegheny
does little more than take time away from the students' already
busy schedule. It is a hindrance to academic, social and even true
physical development.
Next year, it's going to get worse. Along with the present
requirement of attending P.E. classes twice a week, students will
be saddled with the added responsibility in those classes of
purchasing books and taking tests.
Furthermore, students involved in intercollegiate sports will
no longer be able to satisfy the entire physical education
requirement by participating in a single sport even if they
participate in that sport during each of their four years at the
college. Under the new curriculum, athletes can receive a
maximum of two P.E. credits for each individual sport. That
means that in addition to the first sport, the athlete must decide
between participating in another sport for at least two years or
taking two P.E. classes at the same time they are training for the
original sport.
That is ludicrous. First of all, the athletes involved in
intercollegiate sports have developed their skills far beyond what
can be gained through a P.E. class. Secondly, many athletes do
not have the time to participate in more than one sport.
Many intercollegiate sports require a year-round commitment
from the involved athletes. P.E. classes will interfere with the
training schedule of many athletes both in and out of season.
Therefore, the new P.E. regulations make it more difficult, not
only for the athletes to study, but also, ironically, for the
athletes to maximize their athletic potential.
Actually, the administration seems to have lost sight of the
fact that academic education is our primary reason for being here.
While social and physical development are essential aspects
of the "whole person," they should not be and cannot be
accomplished because of a requirement in the curriculum.
It is the administration's responsibility to make social and
physical development desirable to the students so that they will
strive for advancement in each of these areas willingly. The
college should make P.E. classes available to those who want
them. But most students can and will do more for themselves
physically outside the classroom than in these classes.
These students will suffer from needless time constraints
placed on them by misguided requirements.

Reagan Cheapens
Presidency
On a chilly January morning, the familiar coast-guard
helicopter touches down on the steps of the Capitol to carry
now-former President Reagan and Nancy away for the last time.
Suddenly, a man rushes toward the former president and asks
"What are you going to do now Mr. Reagan?" "I'm going to
Disneyland!" replies the 40th President of the United States.
Well, this ridiculous scenario was played out last week,
although a more appropriate response would have been "I'm
going to Japan to make a lot of money!" The former President
just returned from nine days in Japan on the invitation of a
Japanese electronics company. The cost of that invitation was
two million dollars. Basically, the Reagans' trip was a week and
a half long advertisement.
Money is not the issue here, propriety is. Selling himself
to the Japanese for a nine day commercial is simply not proper
behavior for a former president of the United States. Presidents,
upon leaving office, often pursue other interests. No-one
expects them to fade away into the scenery and never do anything
else.
President Carter is an excellent example. He has served as a
counselor to Presidents Reagan and Bush, and has chaired factfinding missions in Panama and Nicaragua. President Nixon is
another good example. He is currently in China at the invitation
of the government.
Ronald Reagan could and should play a vital role in our
country. Hawking products like an actor in a bad commercial is

not the way to go about it.

Members of The CAMPUS Editorial Board:
C.J. Jacques, Mark Kovach, Mark Ostrowski,
Christiana Provost, Erik Schuckers, Edward Urbansky, Jonathan Woodman.

The Four Letter Word
by Ann Bomberger
Managing Editor

Somewhere: along the line
feminism dropped a few of its
letters and became a four letter
word.
Molly Yard is also now an
"ERA bitch" to quote some enlightened Alleghenian who was
kind enough to scribble it across
one of the Yard posters.
And if perchance we forgot,
women who write letters to the
editor on feminist issues are
"insecure about [their] femininity."
This campus is steadily
coming to believe that feminism

Letters
Good Old
America

Like Steve Beranek, I have
never written a letter to T he
CAMPUS, and for many of the
same reasons -- just as Steve so
boldly admitted in the second
sentence of his letter, I didn't
feel capable of arguing with
people who so obviously knew
more about any given issue than
I did.
For a while, in fact, I almost felt guilty about my total
lack of awareness; maybe I
should have been making a
greater effort to educate myself
about other cultures and ways of
thinking. The only thing preventing me from doing so was
my innate intellectual laziness
and the fact that I have spent
most of my life cultivating a
very narrow-minded perspective

of the world. After all, w h y
should I abandon m y
"traditional" values just to learn
about a bunch of Eskimos? Yet
the guilt remained, along with
the suspicion that somewhere
was a life of substance and
worth, just waiting for me to
find it.
But the appearance of Mr.
Beranek's letter was a revelation

is against men rather than for
equality.
When women bring u p
feminist issues, many men tend
to get very defensive, taking it
as an aggressive personal assault
rather than a forceful effort to
persuade. And I suppose that
that's a natural feeling, since
most people at Allegheny (men
and women alike) don't try to act
sexist.
Since sexism at Allegheny
is usually inadvertant, students
have a tendency to brush off instances of sexism as trivial, thus
encouraging the stereotype that
feminists are nitpicky, which
causes further resentment
against feminism.

As a feminist, I know that
when I address a seemingly
minor issue — like the use of
"he/she" instead of simply "he"I'm not doing it because I have a
bone to pick with the male
population. I'm doing i t
because sexism seeps into
mainstream culture and the only
way to get rid of it is by making
people aware that it exists. The
minor incidents that we disregard
today remain in our
subconscious and effect how we
act tomorrow.
Molly Yard made an
important point about abortion
that we can apply to feminism
in general. She said that the
continued on page 9

for me: no longer would I suffer
guilt about my idiocy!

Open Your
Eyes, Steve

T, o The Editor

Instead, I now blame my
uneasiness on those subversive
organizations which, in their
attempts to prom o t e
understanding and equality,
threaten the very foundations of
this great land of ours as well as
my own upper-class complacency.
Yes, now I take pride in my
ignorance, my sexism, m y
racism; now I can refer to minority groups as "cross-bred"
without fearing the grossly unfair label of "bigot" being placed
on me.
Most importantly, I am free
from any supposed "obligation"
I have to make myself aware of
the world that exists beyond my
extremely limited scope of
experience.

This is an open letter to
Steven Beranek, my new hero.
I'm writing to say that Steve-o,
I'm with you. Hey! I've never
written to the editor before, either, but I'm on fire with your
philosophy! You are absolutely
correctomundo -- what is going
on around here with all these educational opportunities? I
mean, will somebody give me a
break? What do you people
think this place is anyway,
some kind of place to ge t
SMART or something? Like
Steve says, if I wanted to know
what kind of food those youknow-what's eat in Mongolia,
well, by God, I'd go t o
Mongolia! How dare some
administrator sit up at the top of
So thank you, Steve, not Bentley and think up what he-just for freeing me from the yeah, I said HE (Steve! Steve!
weighty chains of a social con- It feels good!) -- what HE thinks
science, but for reaffirming the are OPPORTUNITIES for me to
values that are the most basic get any SMARTER than I
and unalienable and most exer- ALREADY AM!
cised among those held by
The only thing wrong with
Americans like you and me: ig- Steve's letter is he doesn't go far
norance and bigotry.
enough. Let's just take, oh,
say, chemistry. I don't need no

stinking chemistry. What do I

Chris Potter look like? -- a Mongolian? I
continued on page 7
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Must Blacks Be
White?

by Richard Prince
Apple-Link Network

()Copyright 1989, USA TO DAYIApple College Information
Network

You'd pick up "the unauthorized biography of Diana
Ross" only if you wanted to find
some dirt.
You wouldn't be let down
by "Call Her Miss Ross" (Birch
Lane Press, $21.95), the new,
copiously documented, 585-page
read by Ross-fan-for-life J.
Randy Taraborrelli.
The author was editor and
publisher of a fan newspaper
called Soul (1966-1983) and
headed fan clubs for Ross and
the singing group that launched
her, the Supremes.
As a pop icon of our age
whose success paralleled that of
the civil rights struggle, Ross'
story has more significance than
the typical celebrity bio.
Ross' mentor, Berry Gordy
Jr., pronounced his creation not
a personality, but a product —
of what his intuitive "market research" told him would sell in
'60s and '70s America.
It's instructive to ask about
the product we collectively
helped design.
The good news: Though the
operative word for Ross' personality rhymes with witch, the
book validates the myth that
anyone can make it big with
perseverance, luck and talent.
The sad news: If Ross is
your example, the clear implica-.
tion is that an African American
can't strive to be really successful without constantly insisting
upon being "colorless."
The contortions Ross goes
through to escape being pidgeonholed as "black" are amusing.
Yet no matter how much
she makes — and at 45 she's
worth $75 million — well, as
the author writes:
continued from page 6
mean, if I wanted to know anything about chemistry, I could
go read a chemistry book or
some such. Give me a break!
Or psychology! Or history!
Who needs these worthless
courses? Or English! No, wait
-- mistake -- but all that other
stuff!
Hey! If I needed to look
any further than the end of my
nose, I'd open my eyes, alright?

Dennis Johnson
guy, Steve fan, and
English professor

Blindness And
Bigotry Are
Not Acceptable
I am not, by nature, a letter
writer, so during better than six
years at Allegheny I've never
been more than mildly inspired
to compose a letter to the editor
of The CAMPUS.
Steven Beranek's diatribe of
October 26, however, has
provided me with unusual
inspiration. My initial inclination was casually to dismiss the letter, as one dismisses, out of necessity, a great

deal of what is ignorant or ill-

"She and Gordy may have
perceived her public persona as a
white one — and by extension
the public did as well — but
obviously, she was still a black
woman." And, I might add, perceived as one.
Questions: Given that, why
did Gordy's tea leaves tell him
the racial contortions were necessary? And are they still necessary today?
The psychic harm from the
racial cat-and-mouse can be real.
First, to other blacks who already hear enough that black
isn't beautiful.
Secondly, to the contortionist.
Writing in the National Urban League's "State of Black
America 1989" report, psychiatrist Price M. Cobbs related it
to the workplace:
Many blacks in predominantly white organizations, he
said, "fear that in pursuit of career success they will gradually
and inexorably become a white
Anglo-Saxon Protestant clone.
"Further, many people state
an outcome of this cloning process is a psychological and cultural never-never land — isolated
and estranged from all
groups including one's own and
alienated from self."
In show biz, they call the
outreach to whites "crossover."
The Supremes and mentor Gordy
were pioneers, Ross the demonstration project.
But according to Taraborrelli, Ross herself ,"crossed
over."
Black organizations, h e
writes, hear silence when they
seek her help. And he gives this
example:
In 1981 Ross considered a
cosmetics line called "Diana."
When her agents set up a meeting with Revlon, they made it
clear that this was not to be a
line of black cosmetics.
Revlon was eager to impress.

spirited; my ultimate decision
was to write a response, possibly because the letter -- cloaked
in a veneer of rationality and
fairness -- seems more dangerous, because more superficially
persuasive, than the obvious
rantings of a crank.
One hardly knows where to
begin a discussion of Mr. Beranek's argument. The ethnocentrism seems an appropriate place
("maybe I'm perfectly happy not
knowing anything about foreign
cultures"), but no more so than
does the smug dismissal of
women's and minority issues
("the mating habits of cross-bred
Eskimos") or the obvious illogic ("The Allegheny Community is...a propaganda tool used
to justify tuition raises").
One might point to the
ludicrousness of juxtaposing
Spring Formals and pep rallies
with the issues of national and
international concern, or to the
imprecision of attacking
indiscriminantly both the
administration and student
groups that are themselves opposed to many of the administration's policies.
Those who've worked or
gone to school at other
institutions might even smile at
Mr. Beranek's implicit characterization of Allegheny as an
overly counter cultural or non-

"Miss Ross," one of the
Revlon spokesman eagerly began, "we are certain that you
could do quite a bit for the black
women's market of cosmetics.
Now on this graph ..."
Ross "very elegantly"
walked out.
"Miss Diana Ross is not
black," one of her agents explained to Revlon. "Not in her
mind and not in the mind of
anyone who works for her. She
crosses all color barriers."
A realistic rejoinder?
Taraborrelli says Ross' movie
career has stalled. In part it's because Ross won't take roles that
would seem demeaning if done
by a black woman.
In addition, she suffers public comments from relatives of
her multimillionaire husband,
Arne Naess, like:
"She always seems so
happy. Negroes are always

happy, really. They're always
laughing, smiling and playing
music."
The anger at Revlon should
have been directed at the alleged
refusal to consider a black
woman's face on cosmetics that
whites would buy — even products like lip gloss or eyeliner,
where skin color is less relevant.
Not at Revlon's perception
that Ross is black.
OK, you say, this is only a
book. And who is Diana Ross,
anyway?
Answer: One of the few
black women with $75 million;
thus, a highly visible success
model. And a repository of a lot
of emotional investment.
In the civil-rights era, the
Supremes were three Camelot
princesses many of us cheered
on to go where none had gone
before. We wanted our ambas-
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traditional place.
One's time is best spent, I
think, pondering the offhand
way Mr. Beranek brushes aside
the notion of moral and ethical
value. "I'm allowed," he writes,
"to be racist or sexist or carry
(sic) any kind of attitude I
please."
In a narrow sense, of
course, he is correct, since a free
society is founded upon the tolerance of all attitudes, no matter
how unpopular or repugnant.
This leaves open, however,
the question of whether any
community -- even one so small
as Allegheny's -- should embrace
all attitudes, or whether some
should be applauded and others
condemned. The tolerance of
bigotry and sexism within a
community does not imply the
endorsement of such attitudes,
and does not prevent the establishment and advocacy of more
humane communal values. I
wonder, even, if bigotry and sexism should be tolerated, even by
a free society, since they are attitudes founded upon the denigration and exploitation of others
and hence might be seen as endangering their rights.
Certainly it is hideously
misleading to present tolerance,
awareness, and compassion on

the one hand, and intolerance,
ignorance, and contempt on the

sadors to "cross over," yes. But
also to do the right thing.
Twenty years later, let's
hope that "crossover" has won a
makeover.
Eighties "crossover" people
range from NBC-TV host Bryant
jumbel, another performer
quick to protest his
"colorlessness," to Michael
Jackson of the plastic surgery,
to the seemingly well-grounded
Oprah Winfrey, Bill Cosby and
Eddie Murphy.
That there is a range represents progress of a sort.
Anyone who wins big success in America has to make
small bargains with the devil.
But let's not force on them
deals that cut too deep. Many of
us still want our "products" to
keep their hearts and souls intact.
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other, as equally acceptable
alternatives.
Mr. Beranek's letter, intended to call into question the
idea of an "Allegheny Community," instead demonstrates the
inadequacies of the community
as it is presently constituted and
highlights the need for increased
understanding and sensitivity. It
reveals -- painfully why the efforts to diversify and invigorate
campus life must continue and
intensify.
Allegheny will always, and
should always, number among
its graduates conservatives and
liberals, believers and non-believers, those committed to and
those indifferent to public service.
The graduation of even a
single student prepared to defend

blindness and bigotry is however, a failure for us all.

Brian Rosenberg
Assistant Professor of
English

Silence Hinders
Community
I would like to respond to
Steven Beranek's letter in the
October 26th issue of T h e
CAMPUS. While it accurately
conveys the pain involved for
some in sharing privileges that
they have been lucky enough to
take for granted -- such as the
privilege of stating one's opincontinued on page 9

The CAMPUS welcomes all reader response. We
reserve the right to reject all letters of a purely promotional nature or not meeting our standards of integrity, accuracy, and decency and to edit pieces for space
and grammar. Opinions expressed in letters to the
editor are those of the author or authors. Neither
letters to the editor nor editorial cartoons necessarily
represent the viewpoint of The CAMPUS. Deadline
for letters is 5:00 p.m. the Monday before publication.
The letters must be typewritten, double spaced, and
signed, with a phone number included for verification.
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The GOP And The
Politics Of Abortion
auclumm
Colhamann5att
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Is it not, because we all still know in our
hearts the back alley is where they
belong?
Looking back 16 years to Roe vs.
the momentum remains with right
Wade,
New
In
to life. Most converts are coming that
Jersey, the GOP
way, and the cops brutalizing the
candidate for
demonstrators of Operation Rescue, as
governor is in
politicians avert their gaze, are beginning
trouble for
to resemble Bull Connor and his cohorts.
declaring he will
Abortion on demand is the great evil
not, if elected,
of our time, the ultimate act of selfimpose his right'
ishness and cruelty, the defining
• 1.
1.
to-life views. In
statement of the Me Generation in the
Virginia, a
Now Decade. The analogy to slavery
Democrat makes
7
remains valid. There were surely men
gains with ads saying he would leave it
•
troubled in their souls about buying and
to women themselves to decide. In
, .•
Florida, the legislature turned down all of selling black folk like cattle. What kept
Gov. Bob Martinez's proposals for new them from heeding the voices of the heart
2'
restrictions. In the House, 29 right-to- were heredity, history, ideology, selfinterest.
To
call
for
an
end
to
a
way
of
RG001
twttN. NeWS
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
lifers switched, rather than fight funding
of abortions for poor women in cases of life on which the South depended. Moral
rape and incest; before last Saturday's courage has always been an uncommon
virtue.
veto, even Mr. Bush hesitated.
"In the God That Failed," Arthur
Political consultants (now listed
Koester
wrote of how good men came to
beneath used car dealers in public esteem)
be
devoted
to an evil cause, communism.
are warning GOP candidates that an un"A
faith
is not acquired by reacompromising right-to-life stance can
soning.
One
does
not fall in love with a
drive away younger voters.
How the GOP handles this issue woman, or enter the womb of a church,
Mrittsce Eauato
T
Washington, this is already becoming a
will be instructive. For, no one in poli- as a result of logical persuasion. Reason
bore.
may
defend
an
act
of
faith
—
but
only
Calhatman5stt
Syrallacsatteil
tics is less predictable than the man who
The fact is, you can go to any Police
after
the
act
has
been
committed,
and
the
feels the ground shifting beneath his feet.
Court after a weekend in Chicago and
man
committed
to
the
act.
Persuasion
In 1972, Dr. Hunter S. Thompson comPlease, Don
find better, much better, squabbles than
pared a fast-fading Ed Muskie with a may play a part in a man's conversion;
and
Nancy, stop
over who has the bigger patio and who
but
only
the
part
of
bringing
to
its
full
crazed bull elk in heat, crashing through
your
sqabbling.
gave the Prez's hand a needless squeeze.
the forest in search of a cow, eyes and conscious climax a process which
It is getting to be
When I was a police reporter, I used
has
been
maturing
in
regions
where
no
bulging, blind to the hunters everywhere
embarrassing.
to visit the small courts, where husbands
persuasion
can
penetrate.
A
faith
is
not
waiting to bring him down.
I'm referring
and wives aired their grievances.
How should the GOP respond to the acquired; it grows like a tree."
to Nancy Reagan
I remember the man who said his
The
True
Believer
is
immune
to
resurgence of pro-abortion activism after
and Donald
wife-- irked because he had loitered too
logic.
A
score
of
TV
arguments
with
the Webster decision? First, calm down.
Regan, who was
long in a tavern on payday-- struck him
Even in cold political terms, Mr. Bush pro-choice advocates persuades me that
Ronald Reagan's chief of staff until
on the head with their dog. Fortunately,
women who deny the self-evident
did the right thing. For the GOP to
it was a small dog, a cocker as I recall,
biological truth that a fetus is a living, Nancy squeezed him out of the job.
buckle or waffle now on right-to-life
As you may remember, Regan got
so the man's wounds were slight. The
growing human being in their womb are
would disgust and alienate the most
even with Nancy by writing a book and
dog also survived, although I would
not
going
to
be
persuaded
by
facts.
powerful social movement in America.
guess that on future paydays, it hid under
Needed is conversion; and, regrettably, revealing that she consulted a stargazer
For what? Republicans can no more
before planning the President's schedule
a chair.
epiphany
comes
for
many
only
after
they
compete with liberals for pro-choice
And there was the man who told the
have paid some squalid abortionist to get and some of his decisions.
votes, than we can compete for socialist
This surprised many people,
judge that it was his wife's hot temper
rid
of
their
child.
votes. Liberals will simply outbid us.
that caused him to try to stuff her into
Few could help more in refocusing including me. Based on some of
Abortion is not about money, where
Presidents Reagan's actions, I had
their refrigerator to cool her off.
this
great
issue
than
the
reluctant
moral
compromise is possible, it is about right
assumed tarot cards.
Times haven't changed, nor have
warriors
of
the
Roman
Catholic
hiand wrong, about who we are; it is a
It
also
came
out
that
when
the
Chief
those
of the opposite sex find to make
moral issue, on which, Dante reminds erarchy.
of Staff Regan became fed up with
each other miserable.
Virtually all of America's leading
us, a special place in hell has been set
Nancy's constant nagging, he hung up
But any desk sergeant or judge would
elected Catholic politicians, Gov. Mario
aside for those who adopt a posture of
the
phone
on
her.
just
chortle
if a man and a woman came
Cuomo, Sens. George Mitchell, Daniel
neutrality.
Now Nancy is getting revenge with
in and said:
Patrick Moynihan and Edward Kennedy,
1 he pro-choice crowd has sought to
a newly published book of her own in
"She's a nag and meddled in my job
Speaker Thomas Foley, support the use
recapture the high ground by manifesting
which she goes after Regan.
and consults a stargazer."
of
tax
dollars
to
pay
abortionists
to
outrage on behalf of poor women raped,
Among the many shocking
And "He's arrogant and wanted a
destroy unborn children; they support
or violated by the men in the family.
disclosures, Nancy reveals the incredible
bigger patio and once hung up on me."
government funding of what the Church
but why is the GOP on the defensive?
"my patio is bigger than your patio"
Come now, you two. All over this
teaches is a terrible moral crime,
Rape is a horrible crime; and the
story.
great nation, at this very moment, police
participation in which, under canon law,
rapist may deserve the death penalty, but
It seems, according to Nancy, the
cars are being dispatched to real he-andincurs automatic excommunication. If,
does the innocent unborn child deserve
Regan noticed how nice and big the patio
she disputes.
at
their
Baltimore
conclave
next
month,
death as well? The alcoholic father who
was outside the President's office.
If you expect to capture the attention
the Catholic bishops would denounce
invades his daughter may deserve to be
So Regan, in his lust for status and
of mainstream America, stop sniping at
these politiciAns by name, the hierarchy
horsewhipped; but, how do we show
power, had a patio built outside his office
each other on TV talk shows, in
might swiftly recapture the moral
compassion for the girl by taking tax
that was bigger than the President's
magazines and in dueling books.
authority it once had. The price,
dollars from God-fearing people to pay
patio.
Get out there and fight like real
however,
would
be
the
vilification
by
the
off some grisly abortionist to kill her
And Nancy has also disclosed that at
shrews and clods.
secular media, which, come to think of
child?
official functions, such as banquets,
Don, cash your paycheck and get
it, the bishops, in an age like ours,
If Roe v. Wade was the great lib- ought to welcome.
Regan would infuriate her by getting in
loaded. Kick in Nancy's front door.
erator of American women, why are there
the reception line to shake the President's
Break up some furniture. Throw a lamp
no great annual testimonials to the
hand.
through the living room window.
(c) 1989 PJB ENTERPRISES, INC.
guarantors of the new freedom? Why are
This, she said, was inconsiderate
Nancy, snatch the steam iron. (If
DISTRIBUTED BY TRIBUNE MEDIA
the abortionists not celebrated in the
because members of the White House
you don't have one, borrow the maid's.)
SERVICES, INC.
press, as civil rights leaders always were?
staff knew that it caused excessive weal
Warn Don that if he comes one step
and tear on the President's mitt.
closer you will bash his head. Throw
Well, all of this business of bigger
utensils at him. (jet hysterical. Call the
patios, unnecessary shaking of the
cops. Better yet, chase him with a meet
President's hand and other nastiness ha5.
cleaver.
Washington in a tizzy, which is where
Enough of this elitist bickering. If
you expect to capture our imagination,
often is.
However, the rest of the country ii
you had better get down and dirty.
not as tizzy-prone as Washington. Ir
Which man has the bigger patio,
indeed.
Tsk, Tsk. I wonder what Dr.
most places, it takes a not, a blizzard, an
Ruth or Joyce Brothers would have to
earthquake or a hurricane to create a tizzy.
say about that.
But here we witness a full-blown
Washington tizzy being caused by
(c) 1989 BY THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE
dueling "nyah-nyah-to-you" books.
DISTRIBUTED BY TRIBUNE MEDIA
So I hate to say this to Nancy and
SERVICES, INC.
Don, but to most of us who don't live in
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constitutional right.
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Feminism
continued from page 6
was partially inspired by Steve
abortion issue should be fought Beranek's letter to the editor
not just for the reproductive asking the college community
to "stop trying to stuff all this
rights of women but also for the
constitutional rights of every'awareness' stuff down m y
throat." This is the kind of
one. Sexism can also be viewed
in the same light because it defensiveness I'm talking about limits the development of both - Beranek is overreacting to the
men and women— forcing them college's attempt diversify our
into stereotypical roles that sti- educational opportunities.
fle individual development.
Students should want to
This argument is not learn about diversity because in
limited to feminist issues. One helping and learning about othof the divestment chants had a ers we help ourselves develop
similar message: "Free South into better individuals who tolAfrica, free ourselves." B y erate and even enjoy diversity
hurting others, we cramp the rather than fear it.
development of our own group,
The recent aggression
be it whites, men or something against feminists is just an exelse. That is why we must be
ample of the growing distrust of
tolerant and try to learn from activism in the Allegheny
activists on campus rather than community in general.
feel defensive and shut them out.
Let's not get to the point
I must admit that, like alwhere
we forget that activism is
most all of the letters to the
editor this week, my column an eight letter word.

Letters (Continued
continued from
from page "/
ion without fear of reprisal -- it
contains two important errors.
First, Mr. Beranek states,
"I'm allowed to be racist or sexist." Racism and sexism are not
rights; they are disabilities. I
say they are not rights because
our country has laws forbidding
discrimination on the basis of
race, sex or creed.
But this is not just a legal
imperative; it is also a moral
imperative. Christianity shares
with virtually all other religions
and spiritual traditions the
injunction to love our neighbors
as ourselves.
The challenge in this lies
not in loving those who are just
like us, but rather in loving
those who are different from us.
Hidden in the challenge is the
requirement to know these
others, to hear them out. We
cannot love others without
knowing who they really are.
I add that racism and sexism
are disabilities because the
individual who blinds and
deafens himself or herself to
others not only experiences just
a fraction of the richness of life,
but also loses the possible
satisfaction of discovering what
is held in common.
Mr. Beranek goes on to say,
"The 'Allegheny Community' is
a farce." I agree with him that
the college hasn't fully succeeded
in achieving the feeling of
community that many of us
would like. However, that feeling cannot grow out of silencing
and exclusion of others.

Why
Fraternities?
A recent letter to the editor
(Steve Beranek, 10/26/89) in
these pages included the following, "If I ever visit this campus
after June, it will be to visit my
fraternity, not the college."
Given the other ideas
expressed in the letter, need we
look further for reasons why so
many people feel that the
College would he better off
without fraternities?

David Anderson
Professor of Psychology
and Computer Science

Abortion's
Legality Is A
Moral Necessity

Last Monday night I
attended the lecture by Molly
Yard, the president of NOW. I
wasn't planning on going, but
I'm glad I did. I had extremely
hard time containing myself
during that lecture. I come from
a very religious upbringing and I
did not realize how strong my
beliefs were until they were
challenged by Molly Yard.
I believe that aborting a
pregnancy because it is not
planned, because it is
inconvenient at the time,
because tests show that the child
may have Down's Syndrome or
another genetic disorder, because
you already have as many
We are not just talking children as you want, or because
about Mongolia; we are talking you don't like the gender of the
about the experiences an d child you are carrying is murder.
feelings of our classmates and
These "reasons" for a n
teachers, our students an d abortion are just plan
colleagues. When we mis- selfishness. If a genetic disorder
understand or silence each other, which is so bad that the child
we hurt the community as well will not even survive a short
as each other.
while occurs, that child i s
When we are aware and spontaneously aborted. Wornrespectful of each other, we en's bodies know when things
are right.
create community.
Also, if a "fetus" is nothing
I hope Mr. Beranek will re- up to the sixth month of pregconsider his attitudes. It is hard nancy, why does a woman bond
to open ourselves to others, but to that child she is carrying
the reward is precisely the wider within her? Why do women
sense of community he seeks.
mourn when they realize that
they have had miscarriages? It
Elizabeth Weiss Ozorak is because that "fetus" within a
Assistant Professor of woman's womb is not nothing;
at two or three months that
Psychology even
child has a personality of its

own. The mother can already
tell some of what that child
likes and dislikes. No one can
tell me that that child is nothing, just a lump of flesh.
There is a major alternative
to abortion--adoption. Yes, the
woman would have to inconveniently carry the child to term,
but there are so many couples
out there who cannot conceive
and are desperately searching for
children to adopt. The demand
is so high and the supply so low
( ► ie much to availability of
abortions that couples are on
waiting lists for years.
I know several couples
personally who are dying to
adopt. One such couple is so
dear to my heart that it pains me
to no end that their probability
of adopting a child is so low.
Coming from a family in
which the women have an
extremely difficult time
conceiving children, I will
probably turn to adoption when
I am married. The woman who
would do this would probably
have to pay none of her medical
bills and would only have to
worry about taking her vitamins
and going to doctors appointments. Also, the babies being
adopted are not just white children. Many couples are very
willing to adopt black, hispanic,
and mixed race babies, so race is
no excuse.
However, even though I feel
these things so strongly, I also
know that it is not feasible to
make abortions illegal. The
morals of this country, and of
the whole world are such that
there is no quick and easy solution.
Premarital sex is now
widely accepted as the norm and
the only people not practicing it
are those who know that sex is
an intimacy that should be used
to bring a husband and wife
closer together. When children
as young as ten years old are
having sex there is something
terribly wrong with the morals
of this world, and things are not
getting better. These children do
not know what they are doing;
they are only copying what they
see done right in front of their
eyes on television, at movies,
and sometimes in their o w n
houses.
This country is approaching
the state of losing all morals
upon which it was built, and the

need for legal abortions illustrates this point completely.
So, no. I do not fight
against legal abortions no matter
how wrong I believe they are.
Instead, I feel that those
who are fighting legal abortions
should fight for nation-wide
mandatory sex-education classes,
starting in fourth or fifth grade,
especially in poorer areas, and
low-cost birth control centers.
I feel that if these two steps
are made, fewer children will be
having children, and the morals
of the world may improve.
But until such a time,
unless the morals of this world
make a drastic turn-around, it is
better that women murder their
children safely than to kill
themselves doing it.
This gives them their whole
life to suffer.

Rebecca Spresser
Class of '91

Self
Responsibility
Molly Yard, the president of
National Organization for
Women, gave a powerful speech
regarding the issue of prochoice. The pro-choice advocates realize the dangers of illegalizing abortion and how a legislation such as this would, open
doors to further restrictions on
human life and responsibility.
One must understand and recognize the meaning and absurdity
of the government's decision if
it were to overturn the Supreme
Court's decision on Roe vs.
Wade.
One of the implications I
would like to address is the issue
of the woman's right to have
control over her own body. I
strongly oppose the government
creating and dictating morals to
people, especially women, as if
they don't have minds of their
own to be responsible and to
make a prudent decision on
whether to continue or to terminate their pregnancy. I am disgusted with how the patriarchal
society continues to restrict
women's lives based on their
capacity to procreate. As society continues to assume the notion that biology is destiny,
women's opportunity will be
limited.

Thus, Ms. Yard stressed the
importance in realizing the consequences of overturning the legislation of abortion. She explained how the laws would not
eliminate abortions, but rather
increase the death of women
seeking abortions. As with any
legislation which restricts the
demands of society, there will be
an emergence of an underground
organization to help and to supply the needs of the public. But
these underground organizations
have negative side effects, as
some people take advantage of
the situation by corruptibly
marketing the needs. For exarr
ple, similar to the speak-easy
during the prohibitioh, doctors
may take bribes to perform abortions or profit from the operation.
Underneath the issue of
keeping abortion legal lies a
deeper meaning to the reason of
pro-choice. By passing a legislation which would force women
to follow through with their
pregnancy it will create a precedence to further legislations that
will limit both men's an d
women's lives. Ms. Yard argued that next, the government
may target a legislation that will
eradicate the use of birth control.
And who knows what
might be outlawed after that:
perhaps, a legislation limiting
the age at which to engage in
sexual activity like the drinking
age? Where do we draw the
line?
I don't think government
"babysitters" are necessary to
construct the morality and order
of human beings. I think that if
the government invested its
money and energy to the education of responsibility and consequences of activities, there
would be less animosity and
negligent behavior in society.
Molly Yard urged for the immediate need to educate teenagers
and young adults, as she stated,
to get rid of the ignorance and
the lack of understanding involved in sexual activities
within the younger communities. I strongly believe that
people can be responsible in taking charge of their lives if given
the confidence and knowledge of
alternative and choice.

Yoko Hasegawa
Class of '90
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New Faculty At Allegheny 1989-90
Robert Raczka
Assistant Professor of
Art and Gallery
Manager
Raczka received his B.S.
(1978) in Psychology from
Northern Arizona University
and his M.F.A. (1980) in
Photography from the
University of Florida at
Gainesville. He served as a
Lecturer at California State
University at Long Beach in
1988-89.
Christine A. Loflin
Assistant Professor of
English
Loflin earned her B.A.
(1981) in Philosopy from
Bryn Mawr College and her
Ph.D. (1989) in English
from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. She
has served as a Teaching
Assistant at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison from
1984-89 and a Book Review
Editor for Contempory
Literature since 1986.

Joel M. Smith
Assistant Professor of
Philosophy
Smith received his B.A.
(1976) in Philosophy, his
B.S. (1979) and M.S. (1982)
in Physics from Baylor
University, his M.A. (1984)
and Ph.D. (1987) in History
and Philosophy of Science
from the University of
Pittsburgh. He has served as
an assistant professor of
history and philosophy at
Indiana University at
Bloomington.

Jeannette L. Gallagher
Instructor in
Communication Arts
Gallagher received both
her B.S. (1987) and her M.A
(1989) in Speech
Communication from
Kearney State College. She
last served as part-time
faculty in the Speech
Department at Kearnery State
from 1988-89.
John M. Golden
Assistant Professor of
Economics
Golden received his B.A.
(1974) in Economics from
Canisius College and his
Ph.D. (1989) from the
University of Connecticut.
He worked as an instructor of
Economics at the University
of Connecticut in 1987 and
1989.
Daniel M. Hooley
Assistant Professor of
Classics
Hooley earned his B.A.
(1976) in English and
Humanities and Ph.D.'s
(1985 and 1988) in English
and Classics from the
University of Minnesota.
Elizabeth Grimbergen
Assistant Professor of
Philosophy
Grimbergen received his
B.A.(1974) in Philosophy
from Allegheny College, and
he received his Ph.D. (1983)
from Pennsylvania State
University. In 1988-89 he
was a Visiting Assistant
Professor at Hood College.

Ann M. Kleinschmidt
Assistant Professor of
Biology
Kleinschmidt received
her B.S. (1977) in
Biochemistry from the
University of Wisconsin and
her Ph.D. (1982) in
Biochemistry from the
University of California at
Los Angeles. From 1984-89
she served at the Worcester
Foundation for Experimental
Biology.
Paul Timothy Bushnell
Assistant Professor of
Economics
Bushnell received his
Ph.D. in Economics from
Michigan University in
1988. He last served as a
research assistant in the
Department of Sociology at
Michigan State University,
where he organized a
conference on the use of
terroristic violence by the
state against its own
citizens.

Ernest J. Schwarz
Associate Professor of
Communication Arts
Schwarz received his
B.A. (1956) in Drama from
Allegheny College and his
M.F.A. (1959) in Drama at
Yale University School of
Drama. He served as
executive producer of
Mirvish Productions , a
Toronto-based production
company.
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Brian P. Reid
Assistant Professor of
Chemistry
Reid earned his B.S.
(1981) in Chemistry,
Mathematics, and Physics at
Marietta College and his
Ph.D.(1986) in Chemistry
from the California Institute
of Technology. He worked
as an Assistant Professor of
Chemistry at Marietta
College from 1987-89.

Sally R. Hair
Assistant Professor of
Chemistry
Hair earned her A.B.
(1982) from Bryn Mawr
College and received her
Ph.D. (1988) from the
California Institute of
Technology. She was a
Dreyfus Teaching and
Research Fellow at the
College of Wooster in 498889.

David J. Schenker
Assistant Professor of
Classics
Schenker received his
B.A. (1982) in Classical
Languages front Vanderbilt
University and his Ph.D.
(1989) in Classics at the
University of California at
Berkeley. He served as a
Teaching Assistant at the
University of California at
Berkeley in 1987.

Thomas E. Goliber
Assistant Professor of
Biology
Goliber received his
B.S. (1979) in Applied
Physics from Michigan
Technological University and
he received his Ph.D. (1989)
in Botany from the
University of California at
Berkeley. He served as a
teaching associate at the
University of California
in 1984-85.

William J. Pierson
Associate Professor of
Communication Arts
Pierson received his
B.A. (1979) in Theatre Arts
from Eastern Illinois
University and her M.F.A.
(1983) in Scenic Design
from Illinois State
University. He served as an
Assistant Professor at
Towson State University
from 1985-89.

Diane L. Kamola
Assistant Professor of
Geology
Kamola received his
B.S. (1980) in Geology from
Allegheny College and his
Ph.D. (1989) in Geology
from the University of
Georgia. He served as an
Instructor of Historical
Geology at the University of
Georgia in 1988.

Film Series Held
by Kevin Dwyer
Guest Writer
The final installment of the
Black Cultural Residence fall
film series, Black History:
Lost, Stolen or Strayed will be
shown on November 13. The
series was created to provide a
unique learning experience for
students interested in black
history and culture.

Malcolm X was shown on
October 16 to a large audience.
The film portrayed the life and
controversial policies of one of
the country's most influential
black leaders. A lively discussion followed the screening, during which Malcolm X's advocation of violent action against
racism was debated.
On October 30, the Black
Cultural Residences screened Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.: An
Amazing Grace. This film is
one of the best on Dr. King, the
man who was eulogized as
"willing to die, but not willing
to kill" for civil rights. Narrated

by King himself through
speeches and interviews, the
film presented an opportunity to
hear some of the powerful
speeches of one of the best orators of our time in their full
context.
These films provide for a
unique learning experience in a
multicultural environment.
Sean Dent, president of newly
colonized fraternity Phi Beta
Sigma, stated that the series will
"open up the cultural houses to
the campus community."
"These are films you wouldn't
and couldn't rent on a Saturday
night," Dent explained, and they
expose students to ideas that are
not usually prevalent in their
everyday learning experience.
The film will be shown
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the
Black Cultural Residences, 555
Highland Avenue, and will be
followed by discussion and a
light snack. Next Monday's
film should be quite worthwhile
for those interested in black history and culture, and a powerful
conclusion to the series.

Trying to get a perfect body by starving or stuffing yourself won't get you anything but sick. Unhealthy eating
habits can be dangerous. Let us help. Call the Counseling
Center 332-4368.
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Preservation Hall Jazz Takes Center Stage
by Erik Schuckers
Arts & Leisure Editor
Tarnished brass and dented
horns may not seem like the
stuff musical legends are made
of, but they are recognized by
fans all over the world as the
hallmarks of traditional New Orleans jazz. Allegheny students
will get the chance to experience
the unique style and sound of
this classic form when the
Preservation Hall Jazz Band
comes to Shafer Auditorium as
part of the Centerstage Subscription Series this Monday night.
Jazz historian Bill Russell
wrote that "the secret of true excellence in music as in life itself, lies in simplicity." Members of the Preservation Hall
band realized this when they created their sound, and in 50 years
of playing, their uncomplicated
amalgam of ragtime, blues,
marches, quadrilles, and spirituals has remained as loose and realized as it was at its start.
The actual building called
Preservation Hall was built over
two centuries ago in the heart of
New Orleans's French Quarter.
over the ages, it served both as a
tavern and a home for creative
writers and artists. It wasn't until 1952 that jazz made its debut
at the Hall, which was then an
art gallery. The music quickly
took over, the gallery moved
next door, and a new legend was
established.
But in the deep South of the
`50's, the integrated band faced
some opposition from the Hall's
neighbors. The takeover of the
Hall in 1961 by a Pennsylvania
couple dedicated to the New Orleans sound marked the beginning of a new era of stability in
the form's history.
Today, Preservation Hall
makes few concessions to
modernity. The building itself
is in need of painting, and some
of the floor boards are loose.

The audience sits on a hodgepodge of old benches, loose
cushions, and kitchen chairs.
An old wicker basket still waits
by the door for donations, as it
did breed in 1952. And all of
this is a vital part of the love of
New Orleans jazz; to change it
would be akin to sacrilege.
This is not a style of jazz
where individual musicians
compete for the spotlight. It is,
instead, very much a cooperative
effort, where improvised ensemble choruses are both common
and natural. According to Russell, "New Orleans musicians
seem by nature to be a friendly
lot." That attitude is evident in
the music, and it always seems
to spill through into the audience." Their audiences cannot
help having a good time, because the band is having such a
grand time."
The traditional New Orleans
jazz band usually consists of
seven players. The trumpet is
the group's musical leader, seconded in the winds by the trombone and the clarinet. With the
drummer rests the responsibility
of providing the rhythmic power
in the ensemble. The pianist,
Russell writes, has historically
been a girl who could play both
melodies and harmonic accompaniment and double as a singer.
The banjo and the bass viol represent the strings in the instrumentation.
Preservation Hall's repertoire includes pieces ranging
from hymns like Just a Closer
• Walk with Thee and Just a Little
While to Stay Here to Basin
Street Blues, from the Tiger Rag
to the immortal classic When
the Saints Go Marching In. The
band uses no set program format; what they play, beyond the
opening and closing numbers, is
determined largely by the audience. As a result, no two performances are the same.
"This sweet-sad-gentle-exuberant music came out of the

The Preservation Hall Jazz Band takes the Shafer Auditorium stage on
Monday night for a concert of traditional New Orleans jazz. The band is part
of the Allegheny Certerstage Series.
Public Affairs Photo-

turn-of-the-century street parades, saloons, and riverboats,"
read the program notes, "but
most of all it was born in the
hearts of the people who worked
and danced, laughed and cried.
It"s music played by men who
worked the docks all day but
were not too tired to blow their
horns most of the night."
The original artists of this
uniquely American style are now
in their 60's and over, and they
still play with the same joy and
spirit that characterize their music. Preservation Hall will
come to Allegheny on Monday,
Nov. 6, at 8 p.m. Tickets are
available at the Campus Center
Office for $7,; for more information, call 332-5371. Although
the benches and kitchen chairs
will be replaced by auditorium
seats, the music will still be
classic New Orleans jazz.

Allegheny Music: Begin
The Baroque ...
by Todd Farwell
Staff Writer

Telemann's Don Quixote Suite
for strings and continuos and

The Allegheny Baroque Ensemble will be performing in
Ford Chapel this Friday. The
Baroque Ensemble is an all-student group of about 20 members
and is conducted by Assistant
Professor of Music Pegg y
Wheeler. The theme for this
term's concert is the different
styles of Baroque suites.
Featured works include

selected movements from Bach's
orchestrated suites. Other selections include two trio sonatas,
one by Simpson, and the other
by Corelli. The trio will b e
performed by Jennifer Ugine and
Sally Holmes on violin and
Barbara Anderson on keyboard.
The performance will last
approximately one hour and begins at 8:15.

Allegheny Concert Schedule, Nov. 2 - Nov. 9
Friday, Nov. 3: Baroque Ensemble, 8:15 pm, Ford Chapel
Sunday, Nov. 5: Wind Symphony/Ensemble, 3:15 pm, Shafer
Monday, Nov. 6: Preservation Hall Jazz Band, 8 pm, Shafer
Thursday, Nov. 9: Jazz Lab Concert, 8:15 pm, Shafer

... And The Symphonic
With College Groups
Courtesy of Department of
Music

The Allegheny College Wind Symphony and Wind Ensembles will present
their fall concert this Sunday afternoon in Shafer Auditorium. Among featured composers will be Tchaikowsky, Mozart, and Richard Rodaers.
Public Affairs Photo

The Allegheny College
Wind Symphony and Wind
Ensemble will present their first
concert of the academic year this
Sunday, November 5. Both
ensembles are under the direction
of Dr. Lowell Hepler, Associate
Professor of Music.
The Wind Symphony is a
symphonic band of eighty
members. The Wind Ensemble,
which is auditioned from the
Wind Symphony, is comprised
of approximately forty students.
Both ensembles perform several
campus concerts each year,
along with a Memorial Da y
Pops Concert in Meadville's Diamond Park.
They have toured the eastern
United States, performing numerous concerts in public and
private schools, colleges and
universities in an area extending
from Boston, Massachusetts to
Jacksonville, Florida. Member-

ship in both ensembles is open

by audition to all Allegheny
students, regardless of major.
Sunday's concert promises a
wide range of musical style. Of
special interest is Mozart's Alleluia from the motet Exultate,
Jubilate. Four vocal students
from the college will perform as
soloists in this work: Catherine
Hayes, Karen McFeeters, Mark
Onuscheck, and Shawn Amy.
Victory at Sea, a symphonic scenario by Richard
Rodgers, will be performed in
remembrance of the 50th anniversary of World War II. In a
similar spirit the Wind Symphony will play Flight, composed by Claude Smith. This
work was commissioned by the
United States Air Force Band in
dedication to the National Air
and - Space Museum of the
Smithsonian Institution.
The public is cordially invited to attend Sunday afternoon's concert free of charge.

The program will begin at 3:15
p.m. in the Shafer Auditorium.
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Sociologist Addresses
Legal Issues Of Women
by Patti Provance
Staff Writer
With her recently published

Deceptive Distinctions: Sex,
Gender and Social Order, Dr.
Cynthia Epstein comes to Allegheny tonight to speak on the
legal issues of women. Epstein
is a leading feminist scholar in
the field of sociology.
The lecture is a part of both
the Centerstage Series sponsored
by the Public Events Committee and the Women's Ways of
Knowing lecture series.

The musical review Follies opens tonight at 8:15 p.m. and will run from
Public Affairs Photo
Nov. 3 - 5.

Follies Showcase For Local Talent
by Christ_iana Provost
Ass't Arts & Leisure
The Meadville Medical
Center has raised a quarter of a
million dollars for
philanthropic purposes through
sponsoring productions for the
last 40 years. This year's
production is Follies which has
been described bu its director as
"a two-act musical review that
portrays to the audience in vivid
three-dimensional reality, a trip
through the entertainment
industry."

"Bye-Bye Blackbird" while some
acts feature country western
songs or are adapted from such
rock songs as Def Leppard's
"Pour Some Sugar on Me."
Dance routines are from wellknown stages in Hollywood and
in New York.

The director, Edward H.
Horner, Jr., works for Cargill
Productions, the second largest
production company in the
world. He is not only the play's
director, but its producer, choreographer and playwright.
The cast consists of 141
Meadville residents ranging from
18 to 70 years of age. The cast
has been rehearsing for the past
two weeks.

Since 1949, the Meadville
Medical Center has sponsored
plays like Follies for the community. All proceeds benefit
the Center. Follies open s
tonight at 8:15 p.m. will run
until the November 5th showing
that runs from 9:00 a.m. until
noon. Admission is $7.00.

The kinds of music that the
cast of Follies perform are diverse. Follies incorporates
songs like "I Got Rhythm" and

Epstein, who received her
Ph.D. from Columbia University in 1960 and has served as a
consultant to the White House
under two administrations, will
also address the Pennsylvania
Sociological Society as the
keynote speaker Saturday during
a luncheon at South Hall. Her
topic will be "What Is Right and
Wrong about Gender Research."
"There is a lot of interest in
the Women's Ways of Knowing
series," says Dr. Richard
Moodey, Professor of Sociology
and Anthropology and former
vice president of the Pennsylvania Sociological Society. "The.
Series is extremely important in
raising fundamental issues in the
sciences and humanities."

According to Moodey, Epstein holds the position that
there are "no innate fundamental
differences in the ways men and
women understand the world;
differences are socialized."
Expanding on this position,
Moodey comments," Essentially
there should exist a human way
of knowing; a man's way or a
woman's way of knowing is not
a full way of knowing. This
series points out the bias in the
traditional ways of looking at
the world."
Having read Epstein's latest
book and having hear her speak
before, Moodey is, "eager to
hear what she has to say."
Students interested in Saturday's luncheon can obtain the S5
tickets by contacting the Sociology department secretary.
Epstein will present her lecture, "The Difference Model and
Its Consequences: The Case of
Women in the Legal System,"
this evening at 7:30 p.m. in
Ford Chapel.

Like to write? Become
a CAMPUS Reporter.
Call 332-5386.

Some losses may never may mend, but the wounds
they leave behind can be soothed. Let us try to help
you. Call the Counseling Center at 332-4368.
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SIGN UP IN THE C C. OFFICE

"THE GOOD, THE
BAD AND THE
UGLY"

Fri. Nov. 3
9:00 pm
McKinley's
FREE

Sat. Nov. 4
9:00 pm
McKinley's
$1.00

Mon. Nov. 6
7:30 pm
McKinley's Lounge
FREE

LUNCH TIME
LIFT

FIELD OF DREAMS

TIVIsTER

NIALL

comEvy& music

MOVEMENT
SEMINAR
DEMONSTRATION
Tues. Nov. 7
12:15 pm • McKinley's
Lunch Bag Available

STARRING
-1/CEVN COSTXS !,'
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1

TOURNAMENT

AMY 94040/V19t

Wed. Nov. 8
9:00 pm
CARR HALL
$1.00

Thurs. Nov. 9
7:00 pm
C.C. Lobby
FREE
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Socialism Is The Solution
born into affluence.

by Andrew Sneddon
Guest Columnist

Try telling the manual
worker, the miner, the shipbuilder that with hard work, they
can achieve all that they desire.

We all see many problems.
Unemployment. Poverty. Violence. Crime. Homelessness.
We all see similar answers.
Education. Support. Investigations. Campaigns.
We never see any solutions.

They will tell you that they
know all about "hard work."
They will tell you that they
spend a lifetime working in
conditions that you could not
stand for a day. They will tell
you about the ill health they are
forced to suffer from as a consequence. They will tell you
about the sacrifices and struggles
of raising their children, knowing as they do that the chances
of putting that child through
college, a college like Allegheny, are virtually non-existent.
Now let's look at ourselves.
Have we got where we are today
as a consequence of the benevolence of capitalism? Is hard
work going to be the only prerequisite for our success?
Sure, we won't get far
without hard work, but we only
got the chance because we started off with an unfair advantage.
We had the opportunity to participate, because we had money.
We also then are no product of
the American Dream.

Why not? Because we never look past our initial observations. All these problems and
many more are mere symptoms
of the real problem, that is, that
much of the suffering in our
world can be directly traced to
defects in the basis of our society. Put very simply, capitalism just doesn't work.

Assistant Professor of History Barry Shapiro has
organized the year-long lecture series on the
Grace Sparks Photo
French Revolution.

French Revolution Lecture
Series Continues
Christiana Provost
Asset Arts & Leisure
The third lecture in the
French Revolution series
organized by Professor Barry
Shapiro will given by a former
Meadville resident. Jerry
Merrick graduated as the 1969
valedictorian of Meadville High
School, and went on to get his
B.A. from Princeton University,
and his Ph.D. from Yale. His
father, Wayne Merrick, was a
professor at Allegheny from
1952 until 1982.
His lecture is entitled the
"The Desacrilization of the
Monarchy and the Ideological
Origins of the Revolution." He
will elaborate on the eighteenth
century philosophies and factors
that broke down the fear of
criticizing the King of France.
Merrick is presently a
professor at Barnard University
and has published a book on the
subject of his lecture called The
Desacrilization of the Monarchy
in the Eighteenth Century.
The French Revolution
series coincides with the
bicentennial anniversary of the
Revolution. Shapiro hails it as
a "key event in modem history."
The first few lectures served
as an introduction to the French
Revolution. The upcoming

lectures, however, will be more
narrow in scope.
One of the foremost authorities on the French
Revolution, Lynn Hunt, will be
speaking later this term o n
sexual politics in the French
Revolution. Shapiro says that
she is the featured speaker of the
series.
Professor Shapiro will
deliver a speech on the concepts
of conspiracy in the French
Revolution to begin the series'
lectures for second term.
The last speaker will discuss
the French perspective on the
revolution as seen by their ways
of celebrating it.
Shapiro hopes that the
lectures will shed some light on
the connections between the
French Revolution and the
modem world.
The series will last all year.
In addition, Professor Shapiro
will offer a class specifically on
the French Revolution in the
spring term.

No matter how bad it
seems, it isn't so bad
that things can't get
better. The
Counseling Center
332-4368.

The Adventures of Men and
Women Without Hate -- In
the 21st Century

by Carl Garrett
Album Reviewer
This album is, for the most
part, much different than the
stuff you may have heard from
this bunch on the radio in days
gone by. The superficial dance
pop sound of "Pop Goes the
World" and, in a lesser sense,
"Safety Dance," has been
charged with a surprising
musical and lyrical intensity,
and a pleasing one at that.

The American Dream suggests a notion of equality of opportunity that does not exist in
America, or for that matter any
where else where capitalism is
king. Equality of opportunity
can only exist when relative
material equality exists. It is no
good offering mankind the opportunity to participate in society if you don't at first ensure he
has the means to.
Entry into college is a
classic example. If we are from
a poor background, then how
can we hope to overcome the
determining economic factors
that hold us as hostages of our
own circumstances? At every
turn the odds are staked against
us. At birth, born as we are to

During childhood, we will
suffer the meanest of educational
experiences, taught in decrepit
buildings, with disillusioned
teachers, and haunted and stalked
by the temptations of drink,
drugs and alcohol offering short
term escape from our poverty.
Finally, if we reach college
age, we are forced to seek
finance where there is none,
from parents without jobs or by
borrowing money without
guarantee of repayment. Maybe
if we are lucky and gifted we can
achieve, against the stacked odds
of our circumstances, some form
of scholarship, but only while
those around us with money can
buy themselves a college education without attaining such academic heights.
Yes, I'm afraid I don't believe in the American Dream.
And what frightens me more is
the way in which America uses
the mystique of that dream to
justify its failure to address the
presence of inequality.
Instead of accepting
responsibility for the plight of
the poor and discriminated in
American society, America
simply lumps the responsibility
on the shoulders of those at the
bottom of the economic pile,
and in the process, discreetly
discards its own conscience by
telling them that they should
sort themselves out. Nothing
would suit them better, believe
me, if they had the opportunity.
Capitalism will always seek
to unburden the responsibilities
of the wealthy onto the overloaded shoulders of the poor.
The only morally justifiable
political system is one that
takes responsibility for creating
equality, not justifying inequality. The answer is not a
novel one where I am from, but
it may be here. That answer is
socialism.

ALLEGHEWCOLIEGE
MEADVILLIL PENNSYLVANIA

Album Review
‘

Now before you all scream
and shout, stop and think. Look
at yourselves critically. Who
are you? My guess is that like
many students at Allegheny you
are middle-class. You may not
be wealthy, but its unlikely that
you will be poor. You most
probably believe in t h e
"American Dream," that
mystical fantasy that rewards all
Americans with the promise of
prosperity, in return for hard
work. Well here's the bad news,
folks. It does not exist. Well,
it might for you, but it certainly
does not for a lot of people.
Most people in the Unitcd
States, and also in my country,
Britain, can only succeed at the
expense of others. Capitalism
only exists because it justifies
inequality, and without
inequality it cannot exist. Inequality is not a natural state; it
is a product of our greed and
immorality. All people are born
free and equal, but from that
point on, we are all forced into
lives characterized by differing
levels of restriction and
inequality.
The American Dream does
not apply to those with the
misfortune to be born into
Poverty, or for that matter those

poor parents, it is likely that we
may be undernourished, subject
to poor health care, and deprived
of a warm, dry habitat.

The band comes forth from
the depths of obscurity with a
self-styled new music sound.
It's heavy on the synths, with
elements of mainstream progressive here and there, but it's not
stereotypical of anything on the
usual commercial McMusic
menu. Whatever niche you
might want to put it in, it is
still unmistakenly the Men
Without Hats. Besides the familiar lead vox of Ivan, there are
certain elements of the band's
sound that remain completely
continued on page 15
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L PRESERVATION HALL JAll BAND
Monday, November 6, 1989
8 p.m. Shafer Auditorium
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Centerstage

BIG RIVER,
The Adventures of Huckelberry Finn
Wednesday, April 25, 1990
8 p.m. Shafer Auditorium

The Subscription Series
1989-1990

BOSTON SYMPHONY CHAMBER
PLAYERS
Thursday, May. 10, 1990
8 p.m. Shafer Auditorium
5711.3 year's subscription series price of $16 ($8 for registered Allegheny students
with an ID number) covers all four performances. Tickets are on sale now in
the Campus Center Office and many good seats are still available.

PILOBOLUS
Monday, January 22, 1990
8 p.m. Shafer Auditorium
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Unfair To Science
by Edward Urbansky
Assistant News Editor
The Chemistry Magic
Show was Allegheny's way of
celebrating National Chemistry
Week which runs from October
29 to November 4.
Both chemistry faculty and
majors performed in McKinley's
at Tuesday's Lunch-Time Lift.
The repertory of tricks included Sally Hair's chemiluminescent solutions which produce
light as the result of a chemical
reactions, Ann Sheffield's
oscillating reactions, Glen
Rodgers's Old Nassau and iodine
clock reactions which turn
different colors as succeeding reactions occur. Also featured
were Nancy Lowmaster's oxidation-reduction reactions in which
indicators change colors as the
reactions take place. Last, but
certainly not least, Brian Reid's
fireproof handkerchief and hydrogen balloon explosions ended
the show with a bang.
On a more serious note,
though, National Chemistry
Week is the American Chemical
Society's way of promoting
chemistry in America.
Fewer and fewer people are
majoring in chemistry, leading
to a deficit of qualified people in
industry and education, according
to a recent issue of Chemical
and Engineering News. The
ACS is trying to discover why
people get turned off chemistry-and science in general--primarily
during the high school years.
Too often chemistry is associated with bad things, especially in the media. Why does
toxic so often precede chemicals? Why is there chemical
abuse?
"No skateboards, no jets or
space shuttles, no air conditioning, no movies or VCRs, n o
fast foods, no toothpaste, no
soft drinks, no colorful clothes,
no miracle drugs, no contact
lenses, no microwave cooking,
[and] no year-round fresh fruit,"

STORE HOURS
Mon. Thurs. Fri 8-8
Sat. 8-4

were among those things a recent ACS publication named as
indicative of "the good old
days." In other words, the "good
old days" weren't so good.
It seems that scientists,
physicists and chemists in particular, have earned a bad
reputation. They are often singled out as if they could not appreciate literature or art or music.
How many times I have
heard non-science majors say
they hate Carr Hall. Why?
Why do they think scientists are
any different than they are?
It really bothers me that the
literati as C.P. Snow calls them
must see the scientists as
uncultured and inhuman. It
seems the ideas which surface in
Hawthorne's "The Birth Mark"
still rule today. I would have
hoped people at a liberal arts institution would be more openminded.
I'd bet many of these people
have never read any of Einstein's
works. Einstein's fame is derived from his contributions to
physics, but he is an excellent
writer as well. And what about
Isaac Asimov? His contributions to both science and science
fiction are noteworthy. There
need not be an abyss between
scientists and humanists or anybody else for that matter.
Chemistry--and all the
natural sciences--are everywhere.
The scientific method and the
fruits of science reach nearly every aspect of our lives. The
"passion for comprehension," as
Einstein called it, pushes us to
new discoveries.
Too many people think that
science only happens in a laboratory, but science is really just
the questioning, the wondering
that makes us human. Science
is the product of this most fundamental desire for knowledge.
When we examine the world
around us, we realize that Marie
Curie was right: "Nothing in
life is to be feared. It is only to
be understood."

Family
Hair Care
Downtown Mall
Meadville, Pa. 16335

(814) 337-5507

Walk-in's Welcome or call 337-5607'
for an appointment

Students from the D.0
area get in shape both
physically and
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Editor's Note: We received "The Kwangju American Cultural Center" air-mail
this week. There was no cover letter or explanation enclosed; we don't think one
is necessary now, either.
The Kwangju American Cultural Center

by Chang Young-Gil
poet & graduate student
Chonnam Nat. Univ., Kwangju, Korea
The vacant building of the American Cultural Center,
now an abode of silence, reluctantly
receives a visitor, unlocking
two padlocks and an iron-barred gate;
a strip of empty air is hung at the flagpole
where the Star-Spangled Banner had been fluttering
forty-two years. What then has America left here,
80 Hwangkum-dong, very near the 5.18 Square
where the citizens in the bloody whirlwind screamed for
Democracy and Liberty?
The dust sitting mute on chairs in the reading room,
the iron bars stark at attention in window frames,
bricks, closed doors, panes of bulletproof glass,
and some questions unquenchable in everyone's mind
Ah, the land's old cries several sparrows are
scattering in the quadrangle of the American
Cultural Center; I gaze up into the deep blue heaven
through the shadows falling to pieces, One heaven
of five thousands years the Korean paulownia branches support.
To where winds this road along now? Rise on wings
the prophetic songs above the scars and separate land,
breaking the heavily-built white silence, turns the history
its hidden dark face above the amicable hands
that have been shaking forty-four years. Yet you would say:
Self-reliance doesn't lie in blaming others for your own
sores nor in isolating yourself. We'd better learn
from a tree how to be in touch with winds and how to grow
without bending to a seasonal wind. Then as we
might open Korean Cultural Centers in any city
of the U.S., why can't the Americans open theirs here?
The vacant building of the American Cultural Center
in the heart of Kwangju City, drearier than ever,
utters monosyllables in metallic voice, hardly
understood, closing its iron-barred gate
and two padlocks as a visitor goes out.

Zsa Zsa's Saga Preserved On Video

by Mike Cidoni
AppleLink Network

:Copyright 1989, USA
TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

You can buy "The People
v. Zsa Zsa Gabor," a 60-minute
home video featuring highlights
of what the tape's packaging
calls "The Trial of the Decade!"
The essence of a rush release, the tape will cost $9.95.
It will arrive just one week after
the Hungarian-born screen actress and talk-show staple was

Dilelitrg)

Full time help needed on Christmas tree lot in
D.C. area suburbs.
These are award winning
trees and have attracted a
loyal clientele for over 23
years.
December 2nd thru
Christmas
Call Sundback Tree Farm
After 5:00 pm 304-876-6441
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sentenced to 72 hours in jail, are totally hysterical."
120 hours of community service
These include, according to
and almost $13,000 in fines for Neumann, Gabor's not-suitablevarious traffic violations and for - broadcast - outside - theslapping a Beverly Hills police courtroom confrontations with
officer.
eyewitnesses.
Most of the footage was
Added Neumann: "There
captured by the one camera al- was a point in the trial where I
lowed in court during the trial, think (Gabor) actually hiked up
much of which has already her skirt, not showing anything.
crammed TV airwaves. But a I think she was going for sex
spokesperson for the tape's appeal or sympathy. On the
Santa Monica, California, dis- tape, it gets big laughs." The
tributor, Tri-Coast Interna- video, which also includes pubtional, said, "You haven't seen lic reaction to the outcome of
it all."
the trial, was unavailable for
The tape's producer, Los preview, as it was still being
Angeles-based I.V.P. Inc., "has edited.
gotten additional footage of the
Neumann expects to sell
trial," explained Vicki Neu- 10,000 copies in advance to remann, a Tri-Coast account exec- tailers.
utive. "They have been able to
"It's real dry, real campy.
capture some of the events that It's gonna be fun," she said.
4

MAGIC
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WEOZ

Crawford County's
I lit Music Station
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AMERICAN TOP 40
SAT. 8 PM-MIDNIGHT
WEOZ 94.3 FM
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The Adventures Of Men And Women
Without Hate -- In The 21st Century
continued from page 13
intact, almost enough to give
some songs a rather formulaic
feel. Almost, I said.
Lyrically, the album is surprisingly deep. Each song revolves around the theme of the
twenty-first century, as we stand
ready to enter it.
"In the 21st Century" is
demonstrative of much of the
album. It employs heavy, fastpaced synths and the album's
characteristically deep, heavilyreverberated vocals. Much of it
is interspersed with futuristic
electronic sounds. There is a
recognizable sense of feeling to
this song, which fearfully yet
hopefully looks to what will be
done with the planet itself (read:
the environment) in the future.
The same is also well employed
in "All We Do," which makes
very complex use of backing
vocals and simple chords that is
rather majestic and haunting.
The song itself looks into a society too driven by self-interest
to really be able to love one an-

other.
In contrast, "Everybody's
Selling Somebody" cuts a bit
quicker to the bone, with a fastpaced piano and hard-edged guitar. "Underneath the Rainbow"
provides an interesting contrast
between a very simple acoustic
guitar part and the modern echochamber vocals, appropriate for
the song's intent: to try and
reconcile a simple, romantic
world view with the unfeeling,
utilitarian ideals that rule the
day.
Probably the most interesting song on the album is "Hey
Men." It's almost bluesy, balancing the strings and synths,
and its addresses, at least in part,
the issue of gender equality.
However, guys, rest assured that
this song will not take t h e
stamp to you.
The cut that you'll probably
hear on the radio, unfortunately,
is "I'm In Love," which sounds
the most like the band's old
stuff. It's poppy, bouncy,

catchy, etc., sure to set the
twelve-year-old hopping.
The last track, "21st Century Safety Dance," is a bit of
shock. Little of the original hit
remains. Bits of melody, words,
and such are thrown about a
mile-a-minute electronic drum
beat. It's rather chaotic, perhaps
attempting to contrast the diffKent eras in which the two v").sions have been brought out.
Thinking back on it, these
guys could have either gone in
this direction or tried to become
the next INXS. I'm glad to see
that they've let their music come
of age like this. This is not an
album that will be played a few
times and forgotten.
By The Way-- For those of
you who have been having a
merry time about my
mentioning The Sugar Cubes as
hailing from New Zealand, I
have since been corrected. The
band is from Iceland, which, in
my opinion, just as obscure.

Associate Professor of Chemistry Glen Rodgers
emcees the Chemistry Show at McKinley's.
Marc Lyncheski Photo

Feel like you're alone on an alien world? These
natives are friendly. Call the Counseling Center
332-4368

•The-. Gender 'View

e

What Was Your Opinion Of Molly Yard's Speech?
by Heather Gould
Class of 1991
When I went to see Molly
Yard speak on Monday night, I
was skeptical. Although I am
pro-choice, I was afraid that
Molly Yard was going to give
an emotional, explosive speech
that would alienate the more
moderate people in the audience.
I was pleasantly surprised. Ms.
Yard gave a reasonable, "justthe-facts" speech that appealed to
one's sense of logic as well as
one's emotion. Ms. Yard's
speech portrayed the need for the
U.S., as a country, to provide
safe and legal abortions for its
citizens.
Two areas of Ms. Yard's
speech moved me. The first was
her explanation of how pro-life
people portray pro-choice people. Pro-lifers portray prochoice women as having abortions left and right, as carrying a
fetus nearly to term and then
aborting it at the last possible
minute, and as using abortion in
place of birth control. This
view distorts the issue of abortion and gives little credit to
women.
Women do not take the issues of pregnancy and abortion
lightly. Most women who have
an abortion struggle with the
personal and moral implications
of their decision. These women
have abortions out of necessity,
not out of convenience. Obviously, when the decision to have
an abortion is left solely to the
woman, certain women are going to choose to abort for what a
majority of Americans may consider an unacceptable reason,
such as the fetus being the
"wrong" sex. These women's
bodies are theirs, though, and if
they choose to have an abortion,
that is their decision; outside au-

thorities cannot know what is
best for that particular woman in
that particular situation.
The fear of the pro-life factions that abortion, if legal, will
become rampant among the
women of this country is absurd
and unfounded. To believe that
this will happen is to believe
that women are a bunch o f
mindless beings driven purely
by their personal desires.
Women are people with brains,
intelligence, thoughts, beliefs,
and feelings. Women struggling
with the question of abortion are
going to consider the effect their
decision will have on their physical, mental, and emotional
health, their child, and those
concerned with the pregnancy.
Women do care and they do
take into consideration more
than just their own wants and
needs when they make the decision to have or not to have an
abortion. Women are full human beings and to believe that
they will selfishly have abortions is to cast them as sub-human.
The second point of Ms.
Yard's talk which started me
thinking was her assertion that
abortion is a national issue. I
fully agree. Women of this
country should not be denied access to an abortion because of
their geographical residence.
Other people, most notably
members of the Supreme Court,
do not agree. Because of the recent Supreme Court decision,
pro-choice advocates need to
start galvanizing more on the
state level. I am not as optimistic as Molly Yard, and I
think work needs to be done to
insure that women can get safe
abortions in as many states as
possible in case the issue of
abortion is returned to the states.
Furthermore, acting now would
lessen the devastating impact of

a decision declaring that abortion
is not constitutionally protected.
People must begin to proceed;
we cannot wait until a decision
returning the issue of abortion
to the individual states is delivered and then scramble to resolve
the issue in the various states.
Acting on the state level, however, does not mean fight for the
right to an abortion should be
dropped on the national level.
The fight needs to continue until
abortion is an iron-clad, guaranteed right. To strengthen the
pro-choice position, though, the
issue should be addressed on all
levels, not just one.
Because I entered Ford
Chapel with some doubts, I was
particularly attentive to Molly
Yard's arguments. I considered
her points and analyzed them,
looking for flaws. I found virtually none. What I did find was
a wider understanding of the
abortion issue and a new perspective on the issues of morality, freedom, and rights. The
abortion issue concerns everyone
-- men and women -- and everyone needs to consider what the
issue of abortion means to them
as citizens of this country.

by Erik M. Hinnov
Class of 1990
Molly Yard brought to Allegheny a battle of principles.
The main focus, of course, was
reproductive freedom for women;
but in a broader, perhaps more
important sense, she talked
about freedom of choice, and the
ramifications of freedom of
choice, and the lack of that freedom.
It makes very good sense to
allow a woman to make choices
regarding her own body, and according to her own values.
Would it make sense to tell a
woman (how about anyone?) not

to guard herself against a contagious disease? The highest
value to a human is his/her life,
and to act against that value is
suicide, however long it may
take. I'm not equating a fetus
with a disease, of course, but
my point is that it should be up
to the woman to determine what
is right for her body and for the
rest of her life.
Some rather fundamentalist
people might accuse me of being relativistic here. Perhaps I
am. I'd rather see a woman act
on her values and not suffer for
it. The alternative might be an
unhappy life, or it could be
death. When an unwanted child
is brought into this world,
he/she bears the burden of being
an obstacle to what his/her
mother and father wanted to
achieve. The result perhaps
would be an abandoned child, an
abused child, and/or an unhappy,
perhaps violent, household.
Ms. Yard brought to light
that children can sense
resentment against them, and
therefore don't achieve to their
potential. We were all called
"accidents" at one point or
another, and for the most part it
was in jest, something an older
sibling would call us as a joke
or in petty anger. Try to
imagine being reminded daily by
your parents, "You are just an
accident" or "I didn't want you
anyway," and not in jest.
It seems there is more at
stake here than the "life" of a fetus that can be naturally expelled
from a woman's body at 4 - 6
weeks, that cannot live outside a
womb before it reaches 24
weeks old, and that by some
Biblical standards isn't considered a life until it has had its
first breath.
How long does anyone
think it will take for a government to dictate to people what

choices to make, once it receives
a silent "okay" from its citizens?
One of the reasons the U.S.A.
exists today is because someone
stood up and said that he
wouldn't put up with someone
else dictating his choices. It's
senseless to destroy what he, in
essence, created. Isn't that the
fundamentalist definition for
"abortion"?
Furthermore, does Molly
Yard believe abortion is a choice
to be lightly taken? I think not.
She has the same value for life
as the most fervent Christian. I
think she wants men and women
to exercise their freedom with
responsibility and thought.
What to do with an unexpected
and/or unwanted pregnancy is a
decision with a great deal of
gravity, and can only be arrived
at by the woman and man involved (given that the man isn't
a rapist).
Perhaps I'm the wrong man
to talk about this. I received a
call from my mother the other
night, and it turns out that an
ex-girlfriend of mine from high
school had to drop out of Cornell because of an unexpected
pregnancy. At this point she
was persuaded not to have an
abortion. She and the father are
getting married. She dropped
out of school and is working
part time, and when the baby
comes, Merrilee will have to put
career and school on hold, perhaps permanently.
I hate to think of what
would happen if Merrilee had to
decide between trying to . take
care of an unwanted child and an
illegal back-alley abortion.
When life begins and the
statistics about abortions cease
to be important. Right now I
see three lives with the potential
of being wasted. Is this what
"Right to Life" people are
fighting for?
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Hunger Awareness Fast
Thursday November 9.
5:00 pm South Dining
Hall. Proceeds to benifit
Oxfant. Sign up in the
dining halls Nov 2,3,6.

For a Freshman Class
President with strong
Leadership, Determination and Dedication,
Please elect Carmen
Marie McMillan.
Experience Tai-Chi
Learning and discussion. Montgomery Gym,
Dance Studio, 7:00 pm
Friday, Nov. 3.

Are you available for
only a few hours a
week? If so, call 1-800332-0528, ext.3. We will
pay you as much as $10
per hour. Only ten positions available.

Arts & Leisure

The CAMPUS

PERSONALS
To those who actually print
Under Bentley, and to all of
those who have read it and
blamed me: no offense, but
I'm much funnier than that.
Love PaulTo the brothers of DTI),
Thanks for an
awesome homecoming! We
had the best time with you
guys. Thanks for making
homecoming weekso much
fun!
Sisters of ADP I

Overheard in Indiana:
"Let me show you
what I used to do on the
bed" .59(
fay on the floor
so you can do me." SC
'Stay down.' CB
"This isn't Ft.
Lauderdale you know." CY

MAGIC
T_HE HAIR COMPANY
OF COURSE.
794 PARK AVENUE
MEADVIT T F, 724-6685

'Pitching Woo'

Russ and Ca:

S is for stupidity

glow's it going in England.?
Will the country survive?

Long live Mariffion and
Ralph the Wonder
Llama!
Mickey Mouse or Muppet
baby diapers?
Bees don't sting this time of
year!

Congratulations DTI) and
ADT I on an awesome job on
the Homecoming float.
Thanks to Lisa and comer the yellow submarine was
incredible!!!
St ude's Novena
May the Sacred Heart of
9esus be Adorned, Glorified,
Loved and Preserved
Throughout the World.
Now and Forever.

The Gartoff Bible - don't
leave home without it

Xo...Wait...this involves
nakedness"
M.91
I will write I promise
We miss you mommy. 9-lope
you are having fun.
Come home soon.
Wally, Wolfy, and
*)cky

Sacred Heart of Jesus, Pray
for Us. St _Yu& worker of
miracles, Pray for us. St.
dude Help the Hopeless, Pray
for us.
Say this prayer 9 times a day,
by the 8th day your prayer
will be answered. Say it for
.9 days. Publication must be
promised!. It has never been
known to fail
9-hey Gretzsky!
You should know high sticks
are illegal.

Crawford Countv's
Hit Music Station
Community First
Broadcasting In,

94.3

WEOZ ,,r-r'

AMERICAN TOP 40
SAT. 8 PM-MIDNIGHT
WEOZ 94.3 FM

Co big guy,
It's your big day.
Your anonymo u s
housekeeper.
Better late than never

ALAA F O

TIA

Join The CAMPUS staff
for second term 1990
We are accepting applications for the following positions:
Ass't Managing Editor Perspectives Editor Head Copy Editor

Layout Editor

News Editor

Perspectives Ass't (1) Copy Editors (2)

Layout Ass'ts (2)

News Ass'ts (2)

Sports Editor

Advertising Manager Staff Writers

Arts & Leisure Editor

Sports Ass't (1)

Ass't Ad Manager

Arts & Leisure Ass'ts (2)

Photography Editor

Editorial Board (5-8)

Photography Ass'ts (2)

Pick up and drop off applications at The CAMPUS office, Campus Center
U202, or send to Box 12. Applications due Friday, November 10.

Advertising positions are paid commission.
Applications for all positions except layout, photography, and advertising must submit a short
writing sample. Ed Board applicants must submit a short editorial.

Sports

The CAMPUS
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Intramural Champs Crowned
continued from pg 18
Then the defenses of both
teams took over. The Delis
stood tall and forced the
Bombers to punt for the first
time. Then, after driving down
inside the 20, Delta Tau Delta
was forced back nearly 20 yards
when Dick Pollack and Gary
Vanasdale teamed up for 3 consecutive sacks. After punting,
the Delt defense once again held
the powerful Bomber attack in
check and took over the ball
with about 5 minutes remaining.
Unfortunately for the Dells,
however, the final drive was
stopped with under 2 minutes
remaining with an interception
outs, the Dells could do nothing

by Tony Schulik. With no time
to stop the clock, and t he
Bombers just sat on the ball and
the victory.
In the soccer final last
Friday, Flyer Plus defeated SAEB 1-0. Flyers Plus relied on
their defense, recording three
shutouts in the playoffs.
Sophomore Andy Salverda
scored the winning goal in the
final on an assist from Senior
Tom Richardson with five
minutes left in the game.
"We did it as a total team
effort," said Richardson. "It was
a long climb to the top, but
well worth it."
Basketball sign-ups for
second term are due Tuesday
Nov.7.

Women Crush NCAC Foes

Sophomore Andy Rockwell looks up ice in Saturday's hockey game
against Slippery Rock. The Gators suffered their first loss of the season, 61, in the contest.
Mark Richter photo

Football Set To Defend Title Saturday
continued from pg 20
Denison began to counter
the Gator score. Passing on every play, Cooperider used short
passes to move Denison to the
Allegheny 10 yard line.
Cooperider once again hit a
slashing John Lang in the endzone for a score. After the extra
point the score was even, 14-14.
Denison was once again
threatening to score. Cooperider
lead Denison all the way to the
Allegheny 20, thanks to the receiving efforts of freshman,
Bryan Teague. The Gator defense would not let Denison in
the endzone this time. All
NCAC defensive back, David
LaCarte stepped in front of a
Cooperider pass on the 5 yard
line and ran it back 22 yards.
Junior quarterback Jeff
Filkovski had enough. All year,
Filkovski has come up with a
crucial score that always put
momentum in the Gator's favor.

MAGIC

94.3

WEOZ

Saturday was no exception,
Filkovski, on a keeper around
the right side, broke a 63 yard
run that put the game in the Gator's favor. Boucher, once
again, added the extra point.
Boucher later in the fourth
quarter would add a 43 yard field
goal. For the day, Boucher was
4 out of 4. The Gators led 2414 on kicking attempts.
Coach Vaas was pleased
with his teams performance. "It
was hard-nosed, intense football
game. We did no execute well,
but as has been the case all year,
we came up with the big plays
when needed."
The Gators now stand 7-2
on the season are in a prime position to win their unprecedented
third NCAC title. All that
stands in the way is a tough
squad from Ohio Wesleyan. If
the Gators win, they capture the
NCAC crown. If Ohio Wesleyan wins they capture the

continued from pg 20
legheny put four runners in front
of Taylor and five in front of
Fechtel. White said that "to
look ahead in a race and see
several people from the same
team running together hurts you
mentally, it slows you down."
White said that his team,

ranked 8th nationally, was
pleased with their victory because "they earned it for themselves." "Our girls know they
aren't going to win on ability
alone," White said "they are
champions because they make
daily sacrifices in their lives to
become better."

ALE61-1ENY COLLEGE
FALL 1989

crown. Coach Vaas describes
Ohio Wesleyan as "a good hardnosed football team." But he
adds that the Gators expect to
win their third conference crown.
Ohio Wesleyan will host the
Gators. Starting time is 1:30
p.m.

Florida Coach
Sloan Is Out
OCopyright 1989, U S A
TODAY/Apple College
Information Network

Norm Sloan, basketball
coach at the University o f
Florida, retired under pressure
from university officials
Tuesday amid charges of NCAA
infractions. Sloan's assistants
also were asked to resign
Tuesday by Florida President
Robert Bryan and athletic
director Bill Arnsparger. Don
DeVoe, fired as coach at
Tennessee after last season, was
hired as interim coach later
Tuesday.

Crawford County's
I lit Music Station

COV94r1DOWN
/WE TEJOILS
The term is
winding down
and so is the
year. Dance and
celebrate the
New Year at
midnight with Dr.
Rock the Digital
D. J.
NOVEMBER 4

41)

CALLED
BY
GOD. . . ME?

Community First
firoadtastiny, Inc

AMERICAN TOP 40
SAT. 8 PM-MIDNIGHT
WEOZ 94.3 FM

Most men never consider
PRIESTHOOD.
Some others say.. ."NO."
Many continue
their. . ."MAYBE."

*******************

"Your Deadline*
Is Our *
Deadline"

27 men are currently
saying. . ."YES"
in seminary studies for the
Diocese of Erie.

Shirts, team jerseys, caps, jackets,
other fabric items orinted to
oraer right here in Meadville.

Which are YOU? Is it time for you to contact:
Vocation Office
P.O. Box 10397
Erie, PA 16514-0397
(814)825-3333 Ext. 225

CHECK OUR PRICES AND OUR SERVICE *
TALON BUILDING - ENTER FROM PINE STREET
OR PHONE US AT 333-8714
411■11r,
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Spikers Favored in NCAC Tourney
by Chris Edgerton
Assistant Sports Editor
The Women's Volleyball
team takes an undefeated 8-0
conference record to the NCAC
tournament this Friday and Saturday at the College of Wooster
in Wooster, Ohio. The Gators
have a first round bye in the
double elimination tournament.
The Blue and Gold finished
the regular season with a mark
of 30 wins and 13 losses after a
third place finish this weekend at
the Elizabethtown Halloween
Tournament. On the weekend,
the Lady Gators defeated

Catholic University and Western
Maryland while falling to Waynesburg and Juniata, ranked second in Division III.
"This (the Elizabethtown
tournament) was a good weekend
to take into the NCAC tournament," said coach Bridget Sheehan. "It's good to play this type
of tough, competitive volleyball
now because will be equally as
tough."

on the team with 269 digs, and
Paula Wasikowski, 264 digs, are
all seniors with NCAC tournament experience.

Heading into the tournament, the Gators once again will
look to the leadership of their
tri-captains. Seniors Julie
Bradley, first on the team with
315 kills, Barb Pendleton, first

The Gators hope that this
weekend will not repeat last seasons NCAC tournament. Last
year, they also entered as the top
seed, only to fall to Kenyon in
the championship match.

Sophomores Renea Surrena
and Molly Dietz are also expected to play an important role
in the Gator effort this weekend.
Surrena has led the NCAC in
assists for the majority of this
season.

The Champs - Bombers, Flyers Win
by Todd Jukes,Moose Mc- The Delis stood tall, though,

Senior Barb Pendleton puts down a spike in
recent Lady Gator action. She has 294 kills on
Rich Dudley photo
the season.

Farland and Chris Edgerton

Stowell Receives Honor
Courtesy of Public Affairs
Allegheny Junior goalkeeper Rob Stowell is this
week's recipient of the North
Coast Athletic Conference
Men's Soccer Player of the
Week.
In registering both Allegheny wins last week over
Case Western Reserve , 2-1
Wednesday, and Denison, 5-2
Saturday, Stowell had 11 saves

in going the distance both
games. Each goal in the second
match came with the Gators a
man down.
Used primarily as a back-up
earlier in this season, Stowell
has come on to post four wins
against two losses on the year
and has lowered his goals
against average to 2.2. For the
season, Stowell has given up 12
goals in 5.5 games and has 36
saves.

This past Monday, October 30, Intramural Bowl I was
played at Robertson Athletic
Complex. The match-up pitted
the only two undefeated teams in
the league: Delta Tau Delta (70) and the I.C. Bombers (8-0).
The game was everything that
was expected, and possibly a little more. When the smoke finally cleared, the I.C. Bombers
emerged with a hard fought 18'13 victory.
After winning the coin
toss, the Bombers displayed
their high-powered attack with
precision accuracy as they scored
the game's first touchdown.

stopping the 2 point conversion.
Then, it was the Delis'
turn. After being stopped on the
first two plays, Mark Potter hit
Hugh Givens with a bomb that
gave them a first and goal.
Shortly thereafter, the Delis
scored their first touchdown, as
well as the single-point conversion to give them a 7-6 lead.
This lead did not last long,
however. The Bombers once
again showed why they were undefeated by retaliating with another touchdown of their own.
Even though their conversion
failed, last season's runners-up
still had a slim 12-7 lead and visions of a shootout were looming.

These visions were squashed
quickly, though, when the
Bomber defense held the Delis in
check on the next possession
and forced a punt. With the ball
in their possession again, the
Bombers wasted no time in scoring yet again, giving them an
18-7 lead going into half-time.
The second half started out
with the Delts showing that
their offense could still function
just as well as it had all season.
They drove down field like men
possessed and scored very
quickly. Their conversion
failed, and the score stood at 1813, with well over 15 minutes
remaining.
continued on pg 17
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Macintosh®computers have always been easy to use. But they've never
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
'through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.
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Lady Gators Fall Short of NCAA's
by Brian Shea
Sports Editor

Sophomore Jen Vescio drives the ball upfield for
the Lady Gators. She finished the season with
14 points.
Rich Dudley photo

Men Third in NCAC
by Mark Kovach
Assistant Sports Editor

finishing fourth and fifth respectively. Each received all-NCAC
honors for their finish. This
The Men's Cross Country was the second season
team traveled to Earlham Col- Lowenguth attained this honor.
lege for the NCAC champi- According to Yuhasz, Casa and
onships on Saturday. The Ga- Lowenguth "ran outstanding
tors finished a strong third with races, to make all-conference in
a score of 83, placing behind this strong a field is quite and
accomplishment."
Wooster and Denison.
The focus of the meet
Greg Haas, Jim Fye, and
would have to fall on the effort Todd Milenius also figured in
of Sophomore Rick Hughes. the scoringi7.--finish-ing -nineHfighes was among the leaders teenth, twenty-fouith, and thirtyof the race, but collapsed due to first, respectively. "All three
heat exhaustion with a little runners really came through in
more than 50 meters left.
the clutch, they ran great races,"
Coach George Yuhasz held said Yuhasz.
high marks for Hughes,
Yuhasz was pleased with
"Hughes ran the ultimate race.
his
team's
overall performance.
He gave his all. It broke my
heart seeing him crawl to the he remarked that the team "ran
finish line after falling down their hearts out, they didn't take
twice. His was a superlative ef- home a trophy, but they competed like true champions. I
fort."
Had Hughes finished, the could not be proud of any team
Gators would have undoubtedly on that day."
By virtue of their third, place
finished higher in the meet.
finish,
the Gators will compete
Senior co-captains Jeff
Lowenguth and Doug Casa in the NCAA Mideast Regional
placed highest for the Gators, on Nov. 11 at Allentown PA.

ow the Square

215 Market Square • (814) 333-3630

Have Lunch or
Dinner With Us.
Serving Until 8:00 PM
Take Out Orders Add
250 Each

DAILY SPECIALS • SERVED ALL DAY EVERY DAY
RIGATONI OR SPAGHETTI w/MEATBALL w/Salad
2.95
-

12 Ordef
2.50
HOT ROAST BEEF SANDWICH w/ Potatoes & Gravy 2.95
CHICKEN PARM - w/Salad
3.75
PHILLY STEAK SANDWICH w/ Cheese, Onion, Lettuce & Tomato 2.95
MEATBALL SANDWICH
1.75 w/Cheese
1.95
MEATBALL HOAGIE
2.25 w/Cheese
2.50
ITALIAN SAUSAGE HOAGIE
2.25
With Peppers & Onions
ROAST BEET SANDWICH - With Au Jus Sauce
':.75
OPEN FACE MEATBALL
1.95
OPEN FACE SAUSAGE
2.65
CORNED BEEF - Hot or Cold
2.95
CHICKEN FILLET
2.65
CHICKEN PARMESAN SANDWICH
2.75
HAM & CHEESE SANDWICH - Rye Bread or Roll
2.25
KIELBASI SANDWICH
2.45 w/Sauerkmut
2.65
ITALIAN HOAGIE
With Ham, Pepperoni, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, & Peppers

2.50

* PIZZA HOAGIE Pizza Sauce, Pepperoni & Cheese
2:25
TUNA SALAD SANDWICH - Roll
2.25 Rye
2.75
CHILI DOG
1.50 w/Cheese •
1.75
* RILI ED REUBEN SANDWICH
3.95
* GRILLED CHEESE - White .. 1.75 Rye
2.00
* GRILLED CHEESE & BACON With Tomato
2.45
* GRILLED HAM & CHEESE - White ... 2.35 Rye
2.75
* GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH w/ Lettuce, Tomato & Maw, 2.65
*PUB BURGER.
2.25
JULIENNE SALAD
2.85 in Order
2.10
TOSSIA) SALAD
1.25
TACO SALAD French, Ranch, Italian, 1000 Island, Blue Cheese
2.75
SOUP OF THE DAY
Bowl 1.35 Cup 1.00
CHILI
Bowl 1.55 Cup 1.25
NACHOS & CHEESE
1.50
Extra Cheese - Tomato - Peppers .25
-

-

* Full menu served unitl closing

As quickly as it came their
way, the Lady Gator soccer team
watched their chance of a return
invitation to the NCAA Tournament disappear with a 1-0 loss
to Denison on Saturday. The
loss, the team's first in conference play since 1985, gave the
Lady Gators a share of the
NCAC title with Ohio Wesleyan.
After last week's thrilling
3-2 overtime win over Ohio
Wesleyan and regional rival
Scranton's timely loss, the Allegheny squad appeared headed to
the sixteen team national tournament. But when the Gator offense failed to respond t o
Michelle Kemp's first half goal
for Denison, a 14-5-1 regular
season mark suddenly became
meaningless.
The Allegheny defense
again played a strong game, but
was matched by their Denison
counterparts. Kemp's winning
score came on a direct free kick
from twenty yards out.
The normally steady Gator
offense could not produce for
Coach John Wilcher. Denison's
aggressive marking kept the offense, led by Senior Denise Petrossi, silent. The Gators managed to outshot the Big Red, but
the final score showed the numbers that counted.

Regardless of the lack of a
post-season appearance and only
a share of the conference title,
the Lady Gators put together an
impressive season. After a
rocky 0-2-1 start, the squad
moved on to win fourteen of
their next seventeen. Unfortunately, the losses were all untimely.
The Gators entered the season with no defensive worries.
They returned all-NCAC goalkeeper Deb Klinefclter, a junior
and the fullback line boasted
four seniors: Carolyn
Holtschlag, Amy Miltenberger,
Ellie Pennington, Lori Richardson. The defensive field was
ably manned all season as the
Gators yielded only 0.85 goals a
game.
Offensively, the picture was
clouded in September. Gone
from last season's starting
eleven were multiple All-Americans Nellie Springer and Georginne Morin. Additionally,
Wilcher moved to a lineup with
only two forwards, but four midfielders. This placed extra pressure on ball control. Petrossi
used this set to her advantage,
garnering fifteen goals in twenty
games. She joined Springer and
Morin as the only Lady Gator
players to record 100 points in a
career.
For the future, Wilcher has
much to look forward to.

Freshman Julie Kuhar, with
speed reminiscent of Springer,
emerged as a strong offensive
performer. Sophomore Jen
Vescio struggled at times with
her move from forward to midfield, yet still finished third on
the team in scoring. Also at
midfield, Junior Sue Markovitz
gave the team a well-needed
boost at mid-season with her
strong two-way play. Starting
just over half he games, she finished fifth in points on the
squad.
Also returning for Wilcher
will be Julie Murphy, Allison
Glover, Kristen Malloy, Jen
Russell, Kristen Kleber, Linda
Ruffos, Michelle DeLuca, and
Christa Coles.
The experience of these
players from this and previous
seasons will be invaluable to the
future successes of the Allegheny program..
Allegheny has built a
strong tradition in women's soccer in the 1980's and the signals
from this year's team indicate
that it will continue into the
1990's.

If you said "NO" but

he kept going, it was

rape. Help is available! The Counseling
Center 332-4368.

THE ALL EGHENY R ECORD
Football
10/21 vs Denison
0-0-14-10-24
DU 0-0-7-7-14

Women's Soccer

Season Stats (G-A-Pts)
Petrossi 15-5-35
Kuhar 9-2-20
Vescio 5-4-14
AC- Oberdorf 9 run
DeLuca 3-3-9
(Boucher kick)
Markovitz 3-2-8
DU- Cooperider 7 run
Holtschlag 2-4-8
(Schott kick)
West 3-1-7
AC- Roux 65 pass from
Malloy 3-0-6
Logue (Boucher kick)
Glover 1-2-4
DU- Mount 10 pass from
Ruffos 1-1-3
Cooperider (Schott kick)
Smith 1-1-3
AC- Boucher 4)3 FG
Schmeer 1-0-2
AC- Filkovski 63 run
Coles 1-0-2
(Boucher kick)
Massing 1-0-2
Dwyer 1-0-2
Game Stats
Murphy 1-0-2
Rushing- Lacayo 10-70,
Richardson 1-0-2
Russell 0-2-2
Brown 14-55, Filkovski 7
45
Pennington 0-0-0
Kleber 0-0-0
Passing- Logue 7-13-2-134
Receiving- Roux 4-116
Miltenberger 0-0-0
Cox 0-0-0
Sicolnofi 0-0-0
Season Totals (8 games)
AC

Passing:
Logue 46-89-6-605
Filkovski 23-43-3-382

Receiving:
Roux 21-436-4
Can 13-211-2

Season Stats (G-A-Pts)
Carroll 7-7-21
Falso 6-7-19
Ofsanko 7-3-17
Parreaguirra 3-5-11
Perri 4-2-10
Carreagher 3-2-8
Gilbert 3-0-6
Garrison 3-0-6
Accamando 1-2-4
Lyncheski 1-1-3
Grosjean 1-0-2
Grady 0-2-2
McCaleb 0-2-2
VanWie 1-0-2
Martinez 0-1-1
Tackett 0-1-1
Dinkins 0-1-1
Escalante 0-0-0
Cassidy 0-0-0
Green 0-0-0
West 0-0-0
Hunsicker 0-0-0

Intramurals

Rushing:
Brown 137-619-4.5
O'Brien 96-533-5.6

Men's Soccer

Volleyball
Kills
Bradley 312
Dietz 305
Pendleton 294

Digs
Pendleton 269
Wasikowski 264

Soccer Final
Flyers 1
SAE-B 0

Flag Football Final
I.C. Bombers 18
DTD 13
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Women's X-C Cruises to Title
by Greg Haas
Sports Writer
Sue Castor and Katie
Tiedemann finished first and
second individually as they led
the Women's Cross Country
team to their second straight
North Coast Athletic Conference
(NCAC) championship this past
Saturday at Earlham College.
The women made it look
easy as they put four runners on
the All Conference squad (1st7th place), 2 on the Honorable
Mention All Conference team
(8th-14th), and had 3 selections
on the All Freshman team.
Unseasonably hot and dry
conditions marked what was an
expanded NCAC Championship
meet, due to the additions of
Wittenberg University and host
Earlham to the Conference this
year.
Castor, a sophomore, was
named NCAC Athlete of the
Year in cross country for her
race. A time of 18:51 on the
3.1 mile course made Castor the
only woman to break 19 minutes in the meet. "Sue ran a
great race," said Head Coach
Ralph White "despite the heat
she looked strong from start to
finish."

Tiedemann, a junior, ran a
19:11 time for her 2nd place
finish. "Katie ran a very solid
race for us," said White "she's
definitely a leader on this team."
Both Tiedemann and Castor were
named All Conference selections.
Junior Lynda Kohl was
named All Conference for the
second year in a row as she finished 5th overall in 19:46.
Just 3 seconds behind Kohl
in 6th place and a 19:49 time
was freshman Dee Buckhoff.
Buckhoff ran what White called
"a superb race" as she earned
both All Conference and All
Freshman status and finished as
the top freshman in the Conference.
Sophomore Alyse Holden
rounded out the top five runners
for Allegheny with her 11th
place finish. Holden's finish
earned her Honorable Mention
All Conference status as she ran
a time of 20:03.
Jen Kriese was also named
to the Honorable Mention All
Conference squad as well as the
All Freshman team for her 13th
place finish. Kriese clocked a
20:12 time for her race.
Rounding out the list of All
Freshman team selections from

Allegheny was Stacey Huth.
Huth finished in 17th place
overall with a time of 20:20.
"Stacey ran very well," White
said "this was by far her best
race this season."
Next across the line for Allegheny was sophomore Julie
Talbot, who finished 21st in
20:38.
Talbot was followed closely
by teammate Patti Giusti and
Chris Darling. Giusti, a senior,
was 24th in 20:48, while Darling, a freshman, was 25th in
20:50.
Junior Emily Foht captured
34th place in 21:26 and freshman Amy Beisel was 37th in
21:29 to finish out the Allegheny squad.
"This was supposedly the
strongest conference meet ever,"
White said "which goes to show
how good our team is." White
added that "we ran like we
should have, but several teams
broke down some." White
pointed out to the Ohio Wesleyan meet from 3 weeks ago as
evidence of this. At that meet,
Ohio Wesleyan's Allison Taylor
and Denison's Kate Fechtel were
1-2 and beat everyone from Allegheny but on Saturday, Alcontinued on pg 17

Men's Soccer Breaks School Record

In Saturday's contest
against Denison, the Gators
easily dominated the Big Red,
but encountered more trouble
from the men in black. The officials took a dictatorial approach into the game. They resembled Las Vegas blackjack
dealers rather than soccer officials by giving out eight yellow
cards (warnings) and one red card
(ejection) throughout the ninety
minutes. • Sophomore John
Dinkins received the red card for
foul language when all the players, along with this reporter at
field side, heard no obscenity.

Three minutes later, Senior Westminster penalty kick.
co-captain Brian "Pie" Perri Stowell collected the victory in
scored his third goal of the sea- the nets.
Yesterday, the Gators played
son. When the Denison defense
failed to clear Ofsanko's clearing their final game of the season at
pass, Perri headed the rebound Robertson Field against Pittoff the crossbar. The goalkeeper Bradford. Sophomore Mark
w*s unable to control the ball Emerson, still nursing a charley
and it tipped off his hand and horse, started in goal in place of
into the net for a 2-0 Gator half- Stowell. The junior has a
time lead.
pulled hamstring and Senior
The offensive pressure con- Josh Miller's season ended two
tinued in the second half as the weeks ago with a hand injury.
Ten minutes into the game,
forwards continually chased
down loose balls in the offen- Emerson reinjured himself slidsive half of the field. Perri ing to cover a ball. This forced
pushed the lead to 3-0 when he Goldberg to turn to Ofsanko,
scored off a pass from Sopho- who has previous goaltending
experience from high school.
more Scott "Chewy" Falso.
However, the freshman was
Then, Sophomores Jason
Garrison and Jeff Carragher took barely tested as the Gator defense
over control of the offense. Gar- held tough against the scrappy
rison took a pass from Fresh- Bradford squad. Perri had already
man Matt West and pushed in provided the offense with a goal
:55 into the game.
his third goal of the season. A
"I got the ball about thirty,
few minutes later, Carragher
took the ball at midfield and ran thirty-five yards out when they
tried to clear it. I took one
through the Denison defense
beating the Denison goalkeeper touch and then ripped one and it
inside the penalty area to close just took off into the net," Perri
said.
out the Gator scoring.
At halftime yesterday,
For the last twenty minutes
Goldberg took time to honor his
of the game, the two sophosenior players: McCaleb, Grady,
mores continued to come close
Miller, Perri, Scott Grosjean,
to upping the lead to 6-0, ripand
John Carroll.
ping shot after shot, but coming
Despite losing these six,
up empty.
Goldberg will welcome back a
Denison capitalized twice
strong nucleus this season. Oflate on goalkeepr Rob Stowell
sanko and Falso have asserted
as the defense broke down in
themselves as versatile and valusearch of more offensive presable weapons offensively. Supsure. Seniors Buff Grady and

ing by knocking a rebound. Senior Buff Grady's rocket shot
from forty yards .hit off the
crossbar and Ofsanko collected
the loose ball.

the game.
On Monday the Gators traveled to Westminster to record a
2-1 victory. Carragher and Ofsanko sandwiched goals around a

by Brian Shea
Sports Editor
The Men's Soccer Team
scratched and clawed their way
through the final week of the
season with three wins to up
their record to 11-9, the highest
win total in Allegheny history.
The week began with a 5-2
win over Denison marked by
horrible officiating and an explosive Gator offense. After a
2-1 defeat of Westminster,
Coach Marty Goldberg's squad
completed their season yesterday
with a 1-0 win over Pitt-Bradford. Yesterday's game included
the debut in goal by Freshman
forward Rick Ofsanko pressed'
into emergency duty when all
three Gator keepers succumbed
to injury.

Dan McCaleb, and Freshmen
But the officials were pow- Scott Accamando and' Steve
erless in stopping the Gator of- Tackett provided strong defenfense. Ofsanko opened the scor- sive performances for most of

port from Garrison and Carragher should continue to blossom. 1988 all-NCAC midfielder Parreaguirra will also return.
Defensively, Accamando,
Tackett, and Carlos Escalante
will return as well as Emerson
and Stowell in goal.

Sophomore Sue Castor was named the NCAC
Athlete of the Year for her performance in last
week's conference championships. Castor
copped the individual title in the 3.1 mile race
with a time of 18:51.
• Public Affairs Photo

Football Drops Denison
by Mark Kovach
Assistant Sports Editor
The Allegheny Gators
roared past Denison College,
with a final score of 24-14 last
Saturday. Neither team scored
in the first half, but both teams
spent most of their time in their
respective endzones in the final
two quarters.
Allegheny and Denison
combined for 730 total yards.
Sophomore Julio LaCayo was
the Gators leading rusher, gaining 71 yards on ten carries. Senior Steve Roux had his biggest
game of the year catching 4
passes for 116 yards, including a
68 yard touchdown bomb from
Senior quarterback John Logue.
Both defenses played tough,
allowing no scoring to occur in
the first half. Allegheny threatened to score once with the ball
on the Denison 20 yard line, but
the Gators came up short due to
a Logue interception. But after
the half, both teams came out
poised to score. They didn't let
anyone down.

The Gators scored after the
opening kickoff of the second
half. • Junior Cory McGuire and
LaCayo led the Gators up field.
They orchestrated a 10 play, 72
yard drive capped off by a 9 yard
Doug Oberdorf touchdown run.
The extra punt was successful.
Denison countered with a
score of their own during their
first possession of the second
half. Junior quarterback Gregg
Cooperider passed four consecutive plays to Senior wide end
Gary Strausberg putting Denison on the Allegheny 7 yard
line. On the next play,
Cooperider hit sophomore John
Lang in the endzone for an easy
score.
Logue then called on Steve
Roux to put the Gator.; ahead
once again. From the Gators 35
yard line, Logue faked left and
then hit Roux speeding down
the middle for yet another exciting score. Boucher kicked a
successful extra point and the
Gators had the lead, 14-7.
continued on pg 17

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
November 3
Women's Volleyball, NCAC Championships
at Wooster, 10 a.m.

November 4
Women's Volleyball, NCAC Championships
at Wooster, 10 a.m.
Women's Cross Country at Rochester
Invitational, 10 a.m.
Men's and Women's, NCAC Relays at
Kenyon, 1 p.m.
Football at Ohio Wesleyan, 1:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball, Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute, 7:30 p.m.

